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ABSTRACT

Between 1981 and 1989, the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

epidemic had its greatest impact upon gay communities across the United States. This

crisis followed a decade of unprecedented improvements in legal and social acceptance

for homosexuals. In Houston, development of the organized gay community necessary to

confront this epidemic began with gay rights activism and transitioned into volunteerism,

as the AIDS crisis replaced police brutality and anti-sodomy laws as the preeminent

battlefront. After organizing to protest Anita Bryant's 1977 visit, a sense of community

emerged among gay and lesbian Houstonians, culminating in a widely attended gathering

known as Town Meeting I (1978).

As the AIDS crisis reached Houston in the early to mid-1980s, the unity and

organization of the community, combined with the initiative of leaders such as Michael

McAdory and Bill Scott, fostered relatively early development of community-based non

profit organizations. These organizations served as the backbone of Houston's initial

AIDS response as it expanded from safe sex education to practical and emotional support

services. At a time when resurgent conservative politics made effective local city and

county governmental response a tenuous endeavor, organizations such as the Montrose

Clinic and KS/AIDS Foundation provided essential services almost exclusively through

private donations and volunteer workers. These associations effectively responded to the

needs of those afflicted with AIDS in the years before significant federal and state

funding became available.
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INTRODUCTION.

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS:
HOUSTON'S GAY COMMUNITY AND THE AIDS CRISIS

Nearly two centuries before the word "AIDS" or the contemporary use of the

word "gay" entered the English language, the French historian and political theorist

Alexis De Tocqueville observed the social development of burgeoning communities in

America:

As soon as several of the inhabitants of the United States have taken up an
opinion or a feeling which they wish to promote in the world, they look out for
mutual assistance; and as soon as they have found one another out, they combine.
From that moment they are no longer isolated men, but a power seen from afar,
whose actions serve for an example and whose language is listened to. 1

During the 1970s, a growing sense of community emerged among gay men and

women in America's major cities. Driven by a desire to push back police brutality and

discrimination, these growing gay communities-most prominently in San Francisco and

New York-formed political organizations that spawned a sense of unity and strength

and would playa vital role in the AIDS epidemic only a few years later. This spirit of

"mutual assistance" De Tocqueville described applies as appropriately to the political

organization seen in New York after the Stonewall riots and San Francisco with the

election of Harvey Milk as it does the foundation of the first AIDS-specific community-

based organizations, or CBOs, the Gay Men's Health Crisis in New York and the Kaposi

I Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, vol. 2., Trans. Henry Reeve (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1945), 109.
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Sarcoma Education and Research Foundation in San Francisco.2 Most surprisingly

however, no city exemplified this transition from political activism to AIDS volunteerism

more than Houston, where traditionally conservative politics largely eliminated hopes of

a strong city, county, or state government response and forced the gay community to look

within itself to find answers to the myriad problems of AIDS.

In Houston, development of the organized gay community necessary to confront

this epidemic began with gay rights activism and transitioned into volunteerism, as the

AIDS crisis replaced police brutality and anti-sodomy laws as the preeminent battlefront.

After organizing to protest Anita Bryant's 1977 visit, a sense of community emerged

among gay and lesbian Houstonians, culminating in a widely attended gathering known

as Town Meeting I (1978). This meeting served as the structural foundation and

psychological impetus for a politically active, unified community determined to carve a

place for itself within the city of Houston. Between 1978 and 1982, Houston's gay

community achieved political relevance by courting candidates for city and countywide

offices and by contributing significantly to the successful campaign of Kathy Whitmire

for mayor (1981).

As the AIDS crisis reached Houston in the early to mid-1980s, the unity and

organization of the community, combined with the initiative of leaders such as-Michael

McAdory and Bill Scott, fostered relatively early development of community-based non _

profit organizations. These organizations served as the backbone of Houston's initial

AIDS response as it expanded from safe sex education to practical and emotional support

services. At a time when resurgent conservative politics made effective local city and

2 John-Manuel Andriote, Victory Deferred: How AIDS Changed Gay Life in America (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1999),2.
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county governmental response a tenuous endeavor, organizations such as the Montrose

Clinic and KS/AIDS Foundation provided education and essential services almost

exclusively through private donations and volunteer workers. These associations served

as an effective means of responding to the needs of those afflicted with AIDS in the years

before significant federal and state funding became available. By the end of the 1980s,

what had started as a response rooted in the activism and volunteerism of Houston's gay

community, gradually transformed into a new AIDS community, encompassing friends

and relatives of those with AIDS, as well as other concerned, compassionate individuals.

Unlike much of the historical scholarship pertaining to AIDS, this thesis does not

seek to assign blame, but instead to analyze the critical successes of community-based

organizations (CBOs) in Houston. Reviewing the historiographical context for this study,

it becomes clear that the narrative of AIDS has transitioned since the late 1980s from one

harshly critical of organizational efforts to one seeking a more balanced approach, having

more distance in time to reflect upon the past. Where writers of the late 1980s and early

1990s saw failure across the spectrum of the AIDS fight, standing in the changed

landscape of what is widely regarded in 2006 as a "manageable condition," writers since

the mid-1990s have sought and found some reconciliation with a memory once marred

with a sense of failure. 3 This thesis falls within this recent trend in the scholarship about

AIDS.

As Howard Markel observes, many of the earliest works examining the history of

the AIDS epidemic have been produced by those who often "write the first draft of

3 Leigh Hopper, "Now that AIDS has become a manageable condition, the Montrose Clinic takes
on the area's bigger health picture," Houston Chronicle, 10 February 2006.
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history'v=joumalists." Accordingly, Randy Shilts, a reporter for The Advocate and the

San Francisco Chronicle, provided one of the most widely read and best examples of

early AIDS historical scholarship. First published in 1987, And the Band Played On is an

epic and exhaustive account of the early years of the AIDS epidemic. The work sets the

tone for much of the writing to emerge during the bleakest years of the disease; in this

narrative, AIDS presents itself as a crisis of failed institutions and absent leadership. As

Shilts states in his prologue,

the bitter truth was that AIDS did not just happen to America-it was allowed to
happen by an array of institutions, all of which failed to perform their appropriate
tasks to safeguard the public health. This failure of the system leaves a legacy of
unnecessary suffering that will haunt the Western world for decades to come."

Along similar lines, Larry Kramer's Reports From the Holocaust: The Making of

an AIDS Activist assembles a variety of his own published and unpublished thoughts

during the first decade ofthe epidemic. Kramer, a prominent gay activist and co-founder

of the first AIDS-related organization in New York, the Gay Men's Health Crisis

(GMHC), was one of the most critical voices regarding organizational and institutional

efforts against AIDS. Kramer's dissatisfaction with the GMHC's efforts culminated in

1987 with the formation of AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP), and this work

appeared just two years later. Unsurprisingly, Kramer continues the narrative of blame,

finding plenty of sources, from skittish politicians to self-interested scientists to apathetic

gay men,"

4 Howard Markel, "Journals of the Plague Years: Documenting the History of the AIDS Epidemic
in the United States," American Journal of Public Health 91, no. 7 (July 2001).

5 Randy Shilts, And the Band Played On, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1988), xxii.
6 Larry Kramer, Reports From the Holocaust: The Making of an AIDS Activis, (New York: St.

Martin's Press, 1989).
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As noted by Elizabeth Fee and Daniel M. Fox in their joint article, "The

Contemporary Historiography of AIDS," much of the best and most prominent initial

AIDS historiography was produced outside of the discipline of history.' One such work,

AIDS in the Mind of America: The Social, Political, and Psychological Impact of a New

Epidemic, by political scientist and sociologist Dennis Altman, offers a variation on the

narrative of blame common in the first decade of the epidemic, citing the politicization

and marginalization of the disease as a contributing factor to the organizational and

governmental failure to respond appropriately to AIDS.8 Altman focuses on public

perception of the epidemic, tracing the stigma evident in media coverage of AIDS as the

"gay plague," stirring up homophobia, while safely relegating the epidemic to a disease

of the other, not relevant to mainstream American society until "innocent victims"

appeared." Although Altman offers a chapter that acknowledges the successes of CBOs

such as the GMHC and Shanti Project of San Francisco, he gives equal focus to

organizations in opposition to AIDS funding such as Moral Majority. In Altman's

narrative, not only is AIDS a disease mired in stigma, but one considered too costly to be

dealt with directly during a time when domestic budget cuts by the Reagan administration

were common. While a compelling and accurate narrative of early AIDS political

history, Altman's account leaves room for a closer look at how CBOs filled the-gap left

in the wake of institutional inaction and phobia.

7 Elizabeth Fee and Daniel M. Fox, "The Contemporary Historiography of AIDS," Journal of
Social History 23, no. 2 (Winter 1989): 308.

8 Dennis Altman, AIDS in the Mind of America: The Social, Political, and Psychological Impact of
a New Epidemic (New York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1987).

9 Altman, 17,24.
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Three years later sociologists Charles Perrow and Mauro F. Guillen produced a

comparative volume entitled The AIDS Disaster: The Failure of Organizations in New

York and the Nation. 10 This work offers yet another depiction of a "slow and fumbling"

organizational response. II The AIDS Disaster described by Perrow and Guillen blames

society's homophobia and indifference, and the socially and fiscally conservative

governments in New York and Washington for preventing immediate funding and

educational efforts to slow the spread of the disease. In this narrative, the authors focus

on the failure of existing institutions-social service organizations, hospitals, and

government on the city, state, and federal level-to fulfill their natural roles (as defined

by the authors) during the outbreak of a disease, while new CBOs are described as

"overwhelmed" and under-funded. 12 That most of the needs of early AIDS patients were

met, however, incompletely, by these latter organizations highlights the failure of the

established system. AIDS is thus a problem "borne and spread by organizations in a very

real sense.,,13 Ultimately, the authors conclude that

It appears to us that we citizens of the United States simply have not cared
enough, if at all, about the suffering and the death of thousands of our fellow
citizens. How are we to explain not only the failure of our organizations but the
failure of our society as well?14

It was no coincidence that writing about AIDS took a less blame-oriented

approach with the release of combination drug therapies and the first protease inhibitors

in 1995. Historical analysis in the late 1990s offered a more cautiously optimistic and

10 Charles Perrow and Mauro F. Guillen, The AIDS Disaster: The Failure of' Organizations in New
York and the Nation (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990).

II Ibid., II.
12 Ibid., 27.
13 Ibid., 150.
14 Ibid., 153.
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evenhanded perspective, focusing less on failures and opening the window for

reconsideration of the successes of an organized gay community. As Eric Rofes notes in

Reviving the Tribe: Regenerating Gay Men's Sexuality and Culture in the Ongoing

Epidemic, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross' stages of coping with death offered a strikingly

appropriate depiction of not only American gay communities' movement from denial and

anger to an uneasy acceptance, but also the tone of AIDS history from the late 1980s to

mid-to-late 1990s.15

Less interested in pointing fingers and assigning blame than his predecessors,

Rofes describes a gay community that "rolled up our sleeves" to form CBOs and served

as a life-support system for individuals suffering from AIDS, while becoming numb to

death in the 1990s as the body count mounted. 16 Unlike earlier scholarship, his analysis

is less interested in the political aspects of the gay community and its external

relationship with American society. Rather, Rofes seeks to examine the internal,

psychological changes gay communities in the United States have undergone since 1981.

Through this more personal human account of the epidemic, the author arrives in the

mid-1990s with an optimistic outlook regarding how community, mental health, and

sexuality can be restored to a healthy state after more than a decade of death and disease.

John-Manuel Andriote takes equal steps away from the earlier narrative-based on

anger and blame in Victory Deferred: How AIDS Changed Gay Life in America. 17 Like

Rofes, Andriote examines the internal life of America's gay communities as they

15 Eric Rofes, Reviving the Tribe: Regenerating Gay Men's Sexuality and Culture in the Ongoing
Epidemic (New York: The Haworth Press, 1996),2. Kubler-Ross published her theory about stages of
coping with death in a work entitled On Death and Dying (New York: MacMillan, 1969), however she also
published a work in 1987 entitled AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge (New York: MacMillan, 1987).

16 Rofes, 2.
17 John-Manuel Andriote, Victory Deferred: How AIDS Changed Gay Life in America (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1999).
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weathered the AIDS epidemic and underwent a "transformation" from "a disorganized

collection of despised individuals into a self-affirming community and a full-fledged civil

rights movement.t'l'' Andriote cites the "extraordinary level of volunteer ism" exhibited

by the gay community in response to the epidemic-a model of response that the nation

and world should follow. 19 Readers will be impressed, he writes, "by the ability of gay

people to pull together to find solutions to the multitude of problems that AIDS brought

upon them.,,2o Notably, Victory Deferred draws primarily from over 200 interviews to

provide what the author describes as an "inside look" at how AIDS impacted individuals

and the community at large."

Like Andriote's Victory Deferred, this thesis seeks to add oral history as a

significant component to an internal analysis of the gay community in Houston during its

transition from political activism to AIDS volunteerism-a historical development more

significant and relevant in a study of local history than the well-established institutional

and governmental failures of the 1980s. Unlike Andriote, however, this thesis focuses on

one community, seemingly out of the mainstream and unique in many ways, yet similar

to the well-studied gay communities in New York and San Francisco in important ways.

18 Ibid., xi.
19 Ibid., 1.
20 Ibid., xiii.
21 Ibid., xii. Along these lines are two volumes based upon extensive oral histories that go even

deeper into the internal and personal realm. AIDS Doctors: Voices from the Epidemic, by Ronald Bayer
and Gerald Oppenheimer, compiles 76 interviews with physicians, primarily from the East and West
Coasts, into a collective narrative. White Nights and Ascending Shadows: An Oral History of the San
Francisco AIDS Epidemic, by Benjamin Heim Shepard, offers a companion oral history to that of AIDS
Doctors, focusing instead on persons with AIDS. Unlike AIDS Doctors, White Nights and Ascending
Shadows provides minimal authorial interpretation, merely gathering sections of interviews together based
upon theme and offering a few brief introductory paragraphs. Both demonstrate a movement among
historians of AIDS to include personal narratives in the historical record and in the interpretation of that
record; Ronald Bayer and Gerald M. Oppenheimer, AIDS Doctors: Voicesfrom the Epidemic (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2000); Benjamin Heim Shepard, White Nights and Ascending Shadows: An Oral
History of the San Francisco AIDS Epidemic (London: Cassell, 1997).
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This thesis also makes a more concerted effort to demonstrate that AIDS activism,

volunteerism, and advocacy developed as a natural extension of the political activism and

community mobilization of the mid-to late 1970s in Houston, a development often

underemphasized in historical scholarship. This thesis can be seen as a subsequent

volume for a preceding thesis at the University of Houston on local gay history by Bruce

Remmington, Twelve Fighting Years: Homosexuals in Houston, 1969-1981, which

examines the early political development of Houston's gay community prior to the AIDS

crisis.22 Like Twelve Fighting Years, this thesis seeks to provide a focus on local

developments in Houston that have not appeared in historical scholarship beyond brief

references. Rather than focusing wholly on politics, however, this thesis addresses the

profound social changes for a community as a consequence ofthose politics and the

corresponding emergence of the AIDS crisis.

When working with local history, it is important to draw from a wide variety of

source material to account for bias and to fill gaps within the historical record. To that

end, this thesis draws upon material at two local archives and from an oral history

project. Fourteen boxes of material dealing with AIDS at the John P. McGovern

Historical Collections and Research Center at Houston Academy of Medicine- Texas

Medical Center Library were examined. These materials ranged from news clippings to

documents and letters from individuals within KS/AIDS Foundation Houston.

Approximately six additional boxes of material were examined from the Charles V. Botts

Library and Resurrection Archives housed at Resurrection Metropolitan Community

Church. This archive provided a near-complete run of the Montrose Voice, a complete

22 Bruce Remmington, "Twelve Fighting Years: Homosexuals in Houston, 1969-1981" (M.A.
thesis, University of Houston, 1983).
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run of This Week in Texas, and numerous folders of material from Town Meeting I,

KS/AIDS Foundation, Montrose Clinic, Montrose Counseling Center, and other Houston

organizations involved with AIDS.

The luxury of conducting a history of such relatively recent events is being able to

locate individuals directly involved with those events. Thus, to complement the archival

sources, an extensive oral history project was conducted from March to August of2005.

The value of incorporating oral history is in the additional layer of perception of events,

or as oral historian Nancy Tornes writes, in their "record of perception and memory, not

of specific fact or event.,m As Donald A. Ritchie explains in Doing Oral History, "Other

sources can usually provide the who, what, when, and where of history; interviews can

offer better insights into the how and why. ,,24

The inclusion of significant amounts of oral history in historical scholarship has

been an issue of contentious debate. However, oral history pertaining to AIDS offers a

unique insight into individual experience that would not be available in traditional

documents, while presenting no more or less issues of inauthenticity, inaccuracy, and bias

than newspaper accounts, newsletters, or private correspondence. As Ritchie observes,

"Oral history is as reliable or unreliable as other research sources. No single piece of

data of any sort should be trusted completely, and all sources need to be tested-against

other evidence.,,25 It is in that spirit that this thesis incorporates these narratives.

The twenty interview subjects for this project can be broken down into roughly

three groups: eight HIV -positive, long-term survivors; seven HIV -negative CBO

23 Nancy Tomes, "Oral History in the History of Medicine," The Journal of American History 78,
No.2 (September 1991): 610.

24 Donald A. Ritchie, Doing Oral History: A Practical Guide (New York: Oxford, 2003),45.
25 Ibid., 26.
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volunteers; and four local AIDS physicians, with one interview subject, a surviving

partner of an AIDS patient, not falling into any of the three categories.i" That so many of

the interview subjects have lived with AIDS for a decade or more came as a pleasant

surprise, and adds what oral historians Daniel Schubert and Margaret Murphy describe as

"illness narratives"-oral histories coming from the perspective of the afflicted and not

usually undertaken in medical history. As Schubert and Murphy note, the significance of

recording such narratives from survivors of a disease whose treatment has changed

radically over time is in the preservation of the experience of the disease in its earliest

manifestations." Such understanding of AIDS has already been lost to many younger

individuals who have never lived in a world where the disease resisted meaningful

treatment.

The researcher reached most interview subjects through descriptive flyers left at

AIDS-related CBOs-primarily the Center for AIDS, Montrose Clinic, and Bering

Memorial United Methodist Church-or through references from individuals within these

organizations. Inclusion in the oral history aspect of this thesis involved some self-

selection as interested persons responded, in part, to these flyers. They called the

researcher, asked questions, and set up an interview. Some interview subjects also

recommended or contacted other individuals who they thought would be willing to be

interviewed. Of the twenty individuals interviewed for the project, all but five were

white, middle-class gay men. The other five included two straight, white male

physicians; one white female physician; two white mothers of men who died of AIDS;

26 One additional participant withdrew from the project after being interviewed.
27 Daniel Schubert and Margaret Murphy, "The Struggle to Breathe: Living at Life Expectancy

with Cystic Fibrosis," The Oral History Review 32 (Winter-Spring 2005).
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and one African American gay male. AIDS in Houston in the 1980s was a disease

predominantly affecting gay white men. In the 1990s, men and women of various

ethnicities, sexual preferences, and economic backgrounds began to experience AIDS in

greater numbers. In the future, historians who address this spread of AIDS to other

communities must contemplate a wider spectrum of affected individuals based on gender,

sexual preference, economic class, race, and ethnicity.

Finally, within this oral history, emphasis was placed on locating and

interviewing people outside of high profile, high status positions. As Ritchie explains,

When interviewing in an organization or among those who participated in a
common event, it is just as important to interview the 'little fish' as the 'big fish.'
Those on the middle or lower tiers of any hierarchy usually have more time to do
interview, a broader perspective on events, and less ego invested in the
operation.i"

Of the twenty persons interviewed, only four hold or have held positions of prominence.

In order to put interview subjects at ease and encourage more open responses,

most interviews took place in the subject's home, or otherwise a place of their choosing.

The average length of each interview was one hour, ranging between 45 and 90 minutes.

Interview subjects were encouraged to elaborate on questions as they saw fit, or as

Ritchie recommends, "to speak their own minds.,,29 The interview format most

resembled the informal, open-ended style described by Eva McMahan and Kim Laey as

"interactive interviewing," or "a conversational, open, or loosely structured mode, in

28 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 102.
29 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 32.
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which give and take is emphasized during the encounter and made an important aspect of

subsequent analysis. ,,30

Although many subjects offered open accounts of their feelings and personal

anecdotes to describe their perspective of past events, some were more guarded and

required a less informal style of interview. In this event, open-ended questions were

prepared for each interview. The most important use of questioning during interviews

involved asking crucial follow-up questions, many of which led to the most revealing

responses during an interview."

Spanning a period of about 1977 to 1989, this thesis moves from the earliest

stages of community building among gay men and lesbians in Houston to the emergence

of a completely new threat that soon dominated the forefront of community organization.

Chapter One offers a backdrop to the AIDS crisis in Houston, discussing the sequence of

key events during the late 1970s as the gay community turned from a mostly closeted,

disorganized group of people to a politically-active, organized, and unified district,

determined to achieve a position at the bargaining table with city and county officials.

Beginning with protests of the Anita Bryant concert in June of 1977, this chapter shows

how Houston's gay community moved from one plagued with anti-gay violence and

police raids to one credited with helping elect a mayor in 1981. Through the creation of

political and social organizations unified and mobilized around common threats and

goals, Houston's gay community entered the age of AIDS with a tradition of activism and

volunteerism that would prove critical.

30 Donald A. Ritchie, "The Active Interview," The Oral History Review 24, No.1 (Summer 1997):
166.

31 All interviews were taped and transcribed, and were conducted in compliance with guidelines
established by the University of Houston Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.
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Chapters Two and Three examine the two major facets of the development of

Houston's community-based organizational response to AIDS: disseminating

information, and providing vital practical and emotional support services. Chapter Two

analyzes efforts to educate the community, including informational hotlines, "safe sex"

brochures, and early HIV testing, while Chapter Three will look at the numerous social

services provided by CBOs, from "buddies" and "advocates," to AIDS hospices, to

hospital visitation crews and support groups. Many of these organizations, founded in

the late 1970s, were already in place prior to the outbreak of AIDS. Organizations such

as the Montrose Counseling Center and Montrose Clinic, born out of ideas discussed at

Town Meeting I, offered some of the earliest services related to AIDS until new

organizations, such as the KS/AIDS Foundation, Body Positive, and Omega House,

appeared in direct response to the disease and its unique needs. All of these organizations

relied heavily on private sources of funding and drew upon the activist spirit still strong

within the community to inspire volunteerism essential to such fledgling organizations.

Moreover, signaling the birth of a new community built around AIDS itself, these

organizations attracted volunteers who fell outside the normal boundaries of Houston's

gay community. By the mid-1980s, AIDS replaced gay rights as the unifying cause and

chief concern of Houston's gay population.
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CHAPTER!.

BEFORE AIDS:
BUILDING A COMMUNITY THAT RESPONDS TO CRISIS, 1977-1982

Commenting on AIDS in the eyes of the media, the well-known gay author

Armistead Maupin described his dissatisfaction with the portrayal of gay life before the

epidemic:

The thing that annoys me most is the revisionist attitude that gay people didn't
discover the bonds of family until AIDS and impeding death forced it upon them.
Nothing could be further from the truth. There were, as early as the mid-seventies
in San Francisco, gay lawyer groups, gay doctor groups, gay needlepoint groups,
gay sports teams, and people forming viable, loving families. I

Maupin's dissatisfaction carries a frustration in return for those who have studied gay

communities outside of the mainstream cities.

Most discussions of gay history in the United States tend to begin and end in

either New York or San Francisco, and for good reason: the two cities grew into bi-

coastal meccas for contemporary gay and lesbian culture during its earliest, most

formative years of 1969 through 1975.2 Seeking safety in numbers, thousands flocked to

the Castro district of San Francisco and Greenwich Village in New York, yet often found

themselves the objects of police harassment. The average resident of "the Castro" or "the

Village" in the late 1970s likely would have been well aware that June 28, 1969, marks

1 Armistead Maupin, interview by John Manuel Andriote in Victory Deferred: How AIDS
Changed Gay Life in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 16.

2 As Randy Shilts once commented, "The promise of freedom had fueled the greatest exodus of
immigrants to San Francisco since the Gold Rush," a movement of9,000 gay men between 1969 and 1973,
20,000 between 1974 and 1978, and 5,000 every year after 1980, creating a city where two of every five
persons were openly gay males; Andriote, 17.
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the night police conducted a notorious raid on a gay bar, the Stonewall Inn in New York,

sparking riots that mark the unofficial beginning of gay activism and community

organization. Few may have been aware, however, that in Houston's Montrose district a

similar gathering of gay men and lesbians was taking place, and that at the same time

Anita Bryant's "Save Our Children" campaign stirred reaction and outrage in San

Francisco and New York, Houston's gay community was coming together to march in

protest for the first time in the city's history. Unlike events in those preeminent cities,

however, Houston's gay political development never turned violent; confrontation in

Houston meant gathering together and voting as a group. However unique and distinct

Houston's gay community and the events of its formation may be, its members drew

inspiration from the models offered in the two most prominent coastal cities. No

discussion of gay political development in Houston or its transition into AIDS

volunteerism would be complete without an introduction to crucial events on the national

stage.

One of the great ironies of the development of organized, politically active gay

communities in the United States is that one of its early chief villains, Anita Bryant, has

so often been credited as the impetus behind a significant step in this development-

credit not to be disputed here. As much the case in Houston, Bryant's 1977 effort to

overturn a gay rights ordinance in Dade County, Florida, and her "Save Our Children"

campaign helped ramp up oppositional efforts in San Francisco and New York as well.3

Prior to this series of events, gay political organization existed, but not at a level that

could make gay communities in most major cities a political force. The Stonewall riots

3 The title "Save Our Children" has roots in Bryant's belief, common during this time, that since
gay people did not reproduce, they had to actively "recruit" children to join the ranks of homosexuality.
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of 1969, where New York City bar patrons successfully fought back a police raid, had

served as an important psychological turning point-analogous for gay men to the

"Boston Tea Party" during the American Revolution-and had directly preceded

formation of some of the first gay political organizations in these cities and elsewhere

across the U.S.4

Only a few months later, the Gay Liberation Front had formed in New York, San

Francisco, and Los Angeles, and a spin-off organization, the Gay Activists Alliance,

more focused on issues of gay rights and political action had also appeared in New York,

while numerous other gay political organizations, such as San Francisco's Alice B.

Toklas Democratic Club (1971) and Washington D.C.'s Gertrude Stein Democratic Club

(1976) followed shortly thereafter' However, not until Bryant's widely publicized

campaign did such organizations have the political red meat to rally thousands together

against a common cause. As John-Manuel Andriote observes, before "Save Our

Children," proponents of gay rights were "little more than a loosely connected ragtag

band of committed individuals scattered throughout the country.?"

Of the two preeminent cities, San Francisco saw the first signs of a significant

political sway from its gay community-already a voting bloc 70,000 strong. In 1977,

Harvey Milk, an openly gay man who had ran for office three previous times ~

unsuccessfully, won a seat on the city board of supervisors, sponsoring a gay rights bill in,

his first year in office. As Shilts recounts in And the Band Played On, Milk offered a

4 Andriote, 8-9.
5 Ibid., 9.
6 Ibid., 10.
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"central tenet" to the gay community: "We can make a difference.?" Gay political

organizations in California found an additional rallying point beyond "Save Our

Children" when California State Senator John Briggs initiated a referendum campaign in

1978, calling for the exclusion from employment in the state's public schools of any

person known to have "advocated or encouraged homosexuality.t''' Milk helped to defeat

the proposition, informally known as the "Briggs Initiative," two to one before falling to

an assassin's bullet in November of 1978, after just 11 months in office. Although the

loss of Milk might have been a stunning blow to the San Francisco gay community, his

death and the subsequent voluntary manslaughter verdict for his assassin, Dan White,

sparked even more demonstrations, known as the "White Night Riots," and prompted

further organization." Not only did San Francisco's gay community maintain Milk's city

board of supervisors seat, its members joined a march on Washington in October of the

following year. 10 A Houston delegation, led by local activist Ray Hill, took part in this

march. I I

The city from which Hill traveled may have not much resembled San Francisco or

New York, which boasted significantly larger gay populations and more tolerant social

and political environments. However, like those cities-and perhaps most like the Castro

district but on a smaller scale-gay men and lesbians had long been relocating to

7 Shilts, And the Band Played On, l3.
S Frances FitzGerald, Cities On a Hill: A Journey Through Contemporary American Cultures

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986),67.
9 Shilts, And the Band Played On, 17. Shilts, author of And the Band Played On, authored a

biography of Milk entitled The Mayor of Castro Street: The Life & Times of Harvey Milk, (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1982). The San Francisco Gay Democratic Club, formed in 1976, changed its name to the
Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club following Milk's death and served as a competing organization to the
Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club.

10 Shilts, And the Band Played On, l3; Andriote, l3.
11 Ray Hill, interview by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 5 May 2005, 8.
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Houston's Montrose neighborhood, giving rise to a collection of gay bars and businesses.

In his analysis of Houston's gay community prior to 1981, Bruce Remmington notes that

as early as 1968, a bar guide listed 26 gay bars in the city of Houston. 12 Like their

counterparts in other gay communities of the 1960s and 1970s, these bars existed under

an "ever present threat of a police raid," Remmington observes. 13 However, in Houston

they offered one of the few, ifnot only, places where a sense of community emerged and

information could be distributed before 1977-a reality eventually understood by Hill

and other activist leaders, who saw them as the equivalent of the black community's

churches.l" Hill, whose parents had been union organizers, had long been a standard

bearer for Houston's gay community due to his political activism during the 1960s and

his lack of fear of police. As one of the city's few openly gay politically active men, he

became the early face of the community in Houston. 15 His name adorns virtually all early

efforts at political organization.

In contrast to San Francisco and New York, prior to Anita Bryant's pivotal

campaign, Houston saw only a small jumble of disconnected, often short-lived

organizations. An organization known as the Promethean Society, co-founded by Hill in

1968, deserves the title of the first, to be followed by a litany of other groups, proposing

varying shades of radical leftist demands, from "abolition of the nuclear family;" to

"restructuring of the judicial system in favor of people's courtS.,,16 A Gay Liberation

Front chapter met at the University of Houston in 1970, while another group known as

12 Remmington, 4.
13 Ibid., 2.
14 Remmington, 13; Hill, 7.
15 Hill, 7, 13.
16 Remmington, 22-23. As identified by Remmington, groups such as the Gay Liberation Front

targeted religious and civil institutions as the source of discrimination against gays, thus, only their removal
or restructuring would rectify the problem.
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'ct,~
Integrity formed the same year; the Houston Gay Political Coalition formed in 1973;. two

years later, a chapter of the Gay Activist Alliance appeared in Houston as well as a group

calling itself the Gay Political Caucus." While it may be true that, as Remmington

describes, these organizations were "symptomatic" of a "fledgling sense of community"

emerging in Houston, nearly all of these organizations disappeared, while others changed

names. IS None, except for the Gay Political Caucus (GPC), had a lasting impact.

Following an unsuccessful attempt in 1975 by State Representative Craig

Washington, who had long been sympathetic to Houston's gay community, to overturn

Article 2l.06 of the state penal code (otherwise known informally as the Texas sodomy

law), four prominent Houston gay and lesbian activists came together to form the GPC,

which focused on applying pressure to local politicians to support elimination of 21.06.19

Not until the announcement of Anita Bryant's concert before the Texas Bar Association

(TBA) Convention did the GPC find a cause with which to successfully rally an entire

community.

When convention officials initially announced Bryant's performance, it appeared

that private outrage toward the appearance had managed to undermine the TBA's resolve

to have the singer perform. TBA president Gibson Gayle and convention chairman Blake

Tartt offered an explanation: that "intelligence ... more than just idle rumor or gossip"

from sources unnamed, but "considered reliable," had convinced them there would be

17 Ibid., 23.
18 Ibid., 16,27.
19 Journal of the House of Representatives of the Sixty-fourth Legislature of the State of Texas 3

(1975): 4264-4265. Article 21.06, although tested many times, was not defeated until Lawrence and
Gamer v. Texas reached the U.S. Supreme Court in 2003. By a vote of 6-3, the law was struck down by
the court. Five of the six invalidated the law under the grounds that it violated the right to privacy of two
consenting individuals, while Justice Sandra Day O'Connor concurred with the ruling based upon violation
of equal protection. This reversed a previous ruling, Bowers v. Hardwick, which allowed such laws despite
the invasion of privacy.
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"attempts to disrupt" the convention, possibly involving violent demonstrations.i" In his

public statement, however, Tartt indicated that "no threats" or "intimidations" caused the

change in plans, but it appears "the gossip" persuaded TBA officials that Bryant, as well

as conventioneers, the hotel hosting the event, and even "innocent bystanders" could not

be guaranteed safety. "The situation," for which the TBA could be held legally liable,

"could erupt into uncontrollable volatility," the statement explained."

An unnamed gay activist confirmed for The Houston Post that although no plans

for a protest had been made officially, they had been discussed. Another unnamed

activist indicated that Bryant "was the kind of person who might trigger violence from

persons sympathetic to his group." TBA's director of communications for the state bar

offered another explanation for the cancellation: disgruntled attorneys might boycott the

event because of Bryant or avoid the convention because of the possibility of

demonstrations.v'

Nonetheless, despite these concerns, Bryant's invitation to perform stood, and

plans for a "candlelight protest" quickly followed.23 Flyers for the "peaceful rally" to

demonstrate "our strength/unity" urged Montrose residents "for one evening ... come out

of your closet ... you may never go back.,,24 Anticipating the protest, Tartt contacted the

Houston Police Department, Harris County Sheriffs Office, and the office of the Harris

County district attorney, and from there, put together a group of "street coordinators" and.

off-duty police officers to monitor the march and maintain control of the convention area.

20 Fred King, "Fear of violence caused cancellation of Bryant, bar spokesman says," The Houston
Post, 25 May, 1977.

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Ed Jahn, "Anti-Bryant, gay rights march planned," The Houston Post, 14 June 1977, AI.
24 Anita Bryant protest flyer, Charles V. Botts Library and Resurrection Archives, Resurrection

Metropolitan Community Church, Houston, Texas (hereafter cited as CVBL).
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In light ofTBA's very public reaction to rumors of violent demonstration, sponsors of the

protest, the Texas Gay Political Caucus, Gay Task Force, and Houston Human Rights

League, organized their own "security monitors" to keep the demonstration peaceful. 25

The protest also received a tacit endorsement from another, higher profile group

when the National Organization for Women (NOW)-which also made plans to

distribute leaflets and picket Bryant's appearance-announced a unanimous vote on a

resolution condemning the "blatant insensitivity to human rights" demonstrated by the

TBA's invitation to Bryant." A women's rights advocate responded to a reporter that

gay rights "is a woman issue. Discrimination because of sexual preference is a way of

forcing men and women to stay in their places and reaffirming sexual stereotypes.rf

As the date approached, each side stood its ground. Coincidentally, but

appropriately, on the same flight to Houston, Bryant and her husband rode in first class,

with Bob Kunst, a prominent Miami gay rights activist, sirting several rows back." On

the night of June 16, 1977, Anita Bryant took the stage at the Hyatt Regency Hotel;

outside, Houston's gay community took to the streets.

The group gathered at the intersection of Bagby and McGowen, shouting "no, no

Anita," then marched up Smith and Louisiana Streets past the Hyatt Regency, but

continued on to a reflecting pool near city hall-where a small counter-protest was taking

place-then returned back." A contingent of police in riot gear stood ready but was

25 Jahn, "Anti-Bryant."
26 Ibid.
27 "No Bryant violence here; gays march," Houston Chronicle, 17 June 1977.
28 "All rallies peaceful during Bryant show," The Houston Post, 17 June 1977.
29 Ibid.
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never needed." Unlike New York's Stonewall, and San Francisco's White Night, the

formative event for Houston's gay community never turned violent. In front of the

Houston Public Library, marchers lit candles and continued on, singing "We Shall

Overcome," "Battle Hymn of the Republic," and "God Bless America." Precisely how

many marched was difficult to quantify. As with most large gatherings, estimates vary

depending on the source. In The Houston Post, the estimate was four thousand; in the

more conservative Houston Chronicle, three thousand. Ray Hill, who was involved with

training and directing the march's security monitors as well as communicating with the

police department, recalled a number significantly higher."

So I dealt with the police, the police said, how many people are you expecting, I
said, about five hundred. Oh no, we've never dealt with five hundred people.
12,000 people showed up. We blocked two streets going into town. We
occupied-there were like two hundred counter-demonstrators. When they saw
that wall of gay and lesbian people coming down the street they ran off. They
weren't ready for anything like that. I mean, we shocked the city.32

Writing in the local magazine This Week in Texas, Bill Lake offered a count often

thousand.f Whether three thousand or twelve thousand, the march was significant.

Houston had never seen gay organization or demonstration on this level before. In

considering the turnout, it is important to note the confluence of a recent event. Just nine

days before, on June 7, 1977, more than two thirds of the voters in Miami-Dade County

had overturned the gay rights ordinance against which Bryant had campaigned." Hill

explained the importance of this reaction toward Bryant:

30 "No Bryant violence here."
31 Ibid.
32 Hill, 8.
33 Bill Lake, "Comment," This Week in Texas, 24-30 June 1978, 17.
34 B. Drummond Ayres Jr., "Miami Votes 2 to 1 to Repeal Law Barring Bias Against

Homosexuals," The New York Times, 8 June 1977.
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We didn't dream there were that many queers in Houston. People who had been
closeted all of their life and afraid to go to a gay bar were angry enough to turn
out against Anita. It changed the whole character of what it meant to be gay,
lesbian, or transgendered in Houston. Changed in one night. 35

Hill also described how the anger that drove so many out to protest Anita Bryant had the

positive effect of creating a community beyond a few bars on one street:

We went down there angry individuals. Before June 17, 1977, the night of the
demonstrations when Anita Bryant was performing [... ] the term "gay
community" meant the part of town where the bars were. We marched down in
that atmosphere, we came back to our cars and the rest of life a community in the
sense of a large group of people with common interests, goals, and aspirations.i''

From this point, gay activists commenced an exercise in community building,

culminating a year after the Anita Bryant protest in an event known as Town Meeting 1.

First envisioned by Hill, the meeting evolved out of a realization of the importance of

capitalizing on the simmering emotions that had bubbled up in the Bryant march, and the

additional need to focus and direct this outrage into a constructive process that could

result in further gains. As Hill explained of the transition, "We're not going to be the

rabble on the street anymore. Those days are gone.,,37 Organizers for the event utilized

the fledgling gay press in Houston to elicit interest and offer an explanation for its

necessity. In his commentary in This Week in Texas, Bill Lake, Registered

Parliamentarian for Town Meeting I, explained the impetus for the gathering in the minds

of gay community leaders:

Town Meeting I is an idea whose time has come. It is not enough for us to pour
into the streets 10,000 strong [as during the Bryant protest]. The time has come
for a constructive approach to laying out priorities which we believe the

35 Hill, 8.
36 Ibid., 6-8.
37 David Lee, "6,000 gays gather, Organizers say it's the first homosexual political meeting" The

Houston Chronicle, 25 June 1978.
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establishment should deal with, as well as internal problems which we recognize
we must deal with ourselves.f .

According to Lake, such an "organized assembly adopting resolutions" offered the ideal

means of funneling the momentum of the previous year's protest into a greater sense of

community and equal footing within the city." Planners of this assembly sought an

"innovative, professional approach toward obtaining human rights," and one operating

within the traditions of group organization.I" To that end, Lake explained "This is not

party time, folks; it is serious business.t'":

Lake's commentary repeatedly stressed the importance of the turnout for the

Bryant protest and drawing an equal attendance for Town Meeting I. "We all laud the

success oflast year's march," he wrote; however "If half that 10,000 had either not cared

or been afraid, that event would have been much less effective and successful." Lake

urged attendance as the best means to contribute; the more individuals choosing to give

"one day out of the year to gay rights," the greater "strength in numbers." Beyond

getting more people in the door, Lake encouraged attendees to participate in the debate

and decision-making process for the community, and discouraged as "sheer delusion" any

thought that an attendee's opinion would be "insignificant or meaningless.t'Y

Perhaps even more important than drawing a large attendance through

newspapers, organizers of the event distributed flyers and handouts to Montrose bars and

bookstores-often the sole locations where groups of gay men and women converged

during this time. "Dear Lesbian/Gay Rights Supporter," one flyer began,

38 Lake, "Comment."
39 Ibid.
40 What Is Town Meeting 1 handout, CVBL.
41 Lake, "Comment."
42 Ibid.
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Houston TOWN MEETING 1 is certainly the most ambitious project undertaken
by any lesbian/gay community. It is a people's event in that you, a member of the
community can join thousands of others in deciding what you want done to
advance your rights and freedoms in the coming year.43

June 25, the planned date for the meeting, would be "the day that you can cast your vote

regarding the issues affecting the gay community," from "employment discrimination,"

to "police harassment, to "legal restraints," the latter most likely referring to Article

21.06. Voting on these issues as a group, the flyer explained, would "give direction to

the community and its organizations," with the approved resolutions to be "personally

delivered to the Mayor, the Police Chief, the City Council and the Presiding Judge of the

Court System." The flyer closed with an appeal for participation and a registration form,

indicating the desired donation per person and lines for address where workbooks should

be mailed."

Other handouts offered greater detail about what attendance might offer an

participant and the community at large. One began by asking "What Can Town Meeting

I Do For US?,.45 Referencing a May 1978 election where turnout had been high in

Montrose, the flyer announced "We are coming of age," voting in "larger numbers than

ever before" and influencing others to "support candidates favorable to the goals

important to our lifestyles and political needs." Town Meeting I offered the "next logical

stage of involvement," putting Houston's gay community "on the offensive" while

reducing internal division. However, rather than relying on the "observations and

strategies of a handful of community leaders to guide our political effort," Town Meeting

43 Houston Town Meeting 1 flyer and registration form, CVBL.
44 Ibid.
45 "What Can Town Meeting I Do For Us?" Houston Town Meeting 1 flyer, CVBL; This flyer

may be a second draft, distributed after the first flyer, which includes less detail, but both are undated.
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I would operate much differently, with all members of the community choosing and.

suggesting "priorities and strategies." Attendance "can give you an opportunity to invest

over $20,000 in the projects you think most important," the flyer continued; "tell the

gay/lesbian leaders what you want done," and "tell the politicians and bureaucrats that

several thousand gay rights supporters agree on what the priorities are.,,46 Responding to

a reporter, Hill explained this innovative thinking behind Town Meeting I: "All over the

country a handful of homosexual leaders dream up things to do and they yell 'follow me.'

That hasn't worked.,,47

Businesses also received letters to persuade involvement. Citing "tremendous

problems facing our Community[sic]" impacting the "safety, security and profitability of

your business," the letter offered Town Meeting I as a "valuable forum for the

presentation and deliberation of our common problems." Town Meeting I offered an

opportunity to present a "tremendously strong unified front on a scale never before

attempted," and to overtake the Bryant march with the "most ambitious, far-reaching,

positive effort" attempted in Houston to organize and focus the gay community. "The

letter also urged business owner support: "Any undertaking of this magnitude must have

the support and participation of every Gay business professional in Houston if it is to

succeed. ,,48

These letters included an attached business participation registration form with

checkboxes indicating different types of potential involvement: publicity, registration,

volunteer effort, or monetary help. A business could offer to display flyers, hold

46 "It Feels Good To Be In Houston!!!" Houston Town Meeting 1 flyer, CVBL.
47 Lee, "6,000 gays."
48 George F. Barnhart letter to Owner/Manager, CVBL.
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registration parties, recruit employees as volunteers, or make a tax deductible donation

that would also be published in advertisements in Houston's gay magazines and

newspapers." Indeed, a double spread advertisement appeared in the June 17 issue of

This Week in Texas listing 19 gay businesses-primarily bars and bookstores-actively

involved with, and urging participation in, Town Meeting 1.50 Businesses "rallying to the

cause" included the club Numbers, which donated $1,000; Ms. Take II, which raised

$242 at a bake sale; and The OP Houston, which donated $1,000 as well as $50 from

each of the club's bartenders. 5
I

As plans for the meeting went forward, Project Coordinator Ray Hill held a news

conference to further publicize the event. Hill called the "business meeting" nothing

short of the "Most important and innovative event of Gay Pride Week in the United

States." While other major cities would be "trying to find someone to clean up the litter

left by their outdoor events," in Houston "gay rights supporters will have a list of

priorities, several well-funded projects, and an organized game plan for getting things

done.,,52

The staging of the event at the Astroarena proceeded with as much enthusiasm as

the publicity. Participants all received a workbook, either through the mail or upon

entering the meeting, with the phrase "Beyond Oppression/Toward Community" on the

front page-the theme of the gathering. 53 On June 25, 1978, some 3,500 members of

Houston's gay community came together-an event of "striking variety," as the Houston

49 Ibid.
50 "Town Meeting 1 Is Your Event!" This Week in Texas, 17-23 June 1978,34-35.
51 "hot tea," This Week in Texas, 1-7 July 1978,66.
52 News Release for Houston Town Meeting I, 16 May 1978, CVBL.
53 Houston Town Meeting 1 Participants' Workbook, 25 June 1978, CVBL.
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Chronicle observed: "There were men and women; caucasions [sic], blacks and

Chicanos. There were engineers and executives, secretaries and school teachers.t''"

The meeting's "issue groups" offered as much variety, with fifteen categories outlined

prior to the event itself: disabled persons, educational reform, employment, gay and

lesbian community affairs, gay and lesbian minors, health, law enforcement, legal reform,

veterans' issues, parenting and family, prison and parole, public awareness, racial

minorities, religion and spirituality, and women. 55 The overturning of Article 21.06 was

one of many resolutions. Each issue group drafted resolutions for a vote, however the

primary theme of the day remained "internal and external prejudice," or learning how to

behave as a unified community to confront the hostilities of the greater community of the

city, as outlined in pre-event publicity. 56

Police brutality and the raiding of bars had long been a problem, and offered a

major source of concern in discussions at Town Meeting I. Thus, a key resolution for

"standards of co-operation" called upon city and county officials to end such "trumped-

up and unnecessary appearances ... calculated to restrict the appeal of these

establishments and to frighten away customers or prospective patrons," as well as to

eliminate "abusive or tactless conduct" and intimidation by "conveniently positioned"

police vehicles near gay businesses. The resolution also called for the formation of a

54 David Lee, "Gay political strategy charted as 3,500 gather in Astroarena," The Houston
Chronicle, 26 June 1977.

55 "Town Meeting 1 Issues and Dissemination Committee Needs You!" Town Meeting I Flyer,
CVBL.

56 "Substitute Resolution Internal Community Affairs / Internal and External Prejudice." Town
Meeting I document, 1, CVBL.
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board of grievance to bring city government, law enforcement, and gay business owners

together. 57

The second section of the same resolution concerned internal division within the

community, specifically that between gay men and lesbians. Speaking with a common

voice-"We the people of Town Meeting I"-this section of the resolution called for an

end to "bitterness, misunderstanding, confusion, and discord" through a code of ethics

and non-discriminatory conduct. The code involved the promotion of non-discriminatory

behavior, self-education about other groups to "promote understanding," support of the

Equal Rights Amendment, and support for the "dignity and self-worth of Gay men and

Lesbians" in all circumstances. 58 Of further note, the resolution called for agreement that

such problems arising from "deep-rooted prejudices" could not be solved "through

abrasive counter-discriminatory practices (such as boycotts)," or through "ultimatums

and demands," as often had been the practice of earlier, more radical gay political

organizations. 59

In a news report of Town Meeting I, Hill explained his perspective on "militant

homosexuals" who had moved too aggressively against the "realities of political

expedience," causing more problems than they were solving. Confronting the general

public with civil rights ordinances such as the Dade County referendum was not the

answer, but rather, making incremental progress through "recruiting people, getting them

enthusiastic and getting them working. And that adds up to political clout." Hill noted

that the event would likely double the mailing list for the Gay Political Caucus, putting it

57 Ibid., 2.
58 Ibid., 3.
59 Ibid., 1.
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near the size of one of the most prominent African-American organizations within the

city, the Harris County Council of Organizations. 60

Like any large gathering of this sort, there was often bitter bickering, but

ultimately agreements were reached: "we screamed at one another for 5 hours and took

votes on resolutions," Hill recalled; "Everything passed.T" As Hill told ofthis process to

a reporter at the event, "We don't mind airing our dirty linen in public because we intend

to wash it.,,62 Perhaps the best consequence of Town Meeting I-later to be critical in the

AIDS fight-was the feeling of unification and "solidarity" between gay men and

lesbians, or as keynote speaker and former state representative Frances Farenthold

described, "the first step in a valuable healing process" from which could emerge greater

power to produce change." Pokey Anderson, who later was involved with the November

1977 National Women's Conference in Houston, spoke of the sense of community the

gathering furthered:

This is the first time to my knowledge that we've gathered and talked about what
the issues are and what our priorities should be. Resolutions are only words. But
this gives a feeling of unity and strength. You feel like valid people in a valid
lifestyle.i"

Another woman and self-identified feminist echoed this sentiment: "Every time you

come to a group meeting like this one, you get a real feeling of support. It's really great."

Beyond resolutions and potential successes of such resolutions put in front of city

government, one attendee agreed that "What's going to be accomplished here has already

60 Lee, "6,000 gays."
61 Ed Jahn, "Town Meeting 1 little different from most conventions," The Houston Post, 26 June

1978; Hill, 7.
62 Lee, "6,000 gays."
63 Lee, "Gay political strategy."
64 Ibid.
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been accomplished. From this will corne a growing group of strong leaders toward a

feeling for our identity" as a "tribal community" concerned with its place within the city.

Thus, this new sense of a defined, organized community proved the most important

success of the meeting.f

Remmington's thesis, however, stands in contradiction to this perspective about

Town Meeting I, focusing instead on the lack of specific political successes as a direct

consequence of the meeting's numerous resolutions. This viewpoint misses the greater,

long-term significance of this first, large gathering for Houston's gay community.

Neither of their counterparts in San Francisco or New York ever held such an event.

Indeed, as Remmington himself quotes of GPC President Stephen Shiflett, Town Meeting

I "provided a base for a movement unlike any other gay community's history. A lot of

communities have grown out of factionalism, street politics, confrontational politics,

radical politics, I think, out of anger." In Houston, however, the "base" out of which the

community organized itself was a meeting that operated with a constructive approach,

foreshadowing the response to AIDS only a few years later. Thus, as demonstrated by

his own research, the psychological importance of the event, and the sense of community

that emerged, proved the most important, lasting legacy of the meeting, beyond whether

Article 21.06 was successfully overturned or police raids eliminated. This is perhaps

easier to recognize 25 years later. 66

Members of Houston's gay community-including several interview subjects for

this thesis-continue to view the meeting as an event of personal and collective

significance. Among the approximately 3,500 who showed up was Dennis Milam, whose

6S Ibid.
66 Remmington, 49.
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involvement as a volunteer for early AIDS organizations will appear in Chapter Three of

this thesis. Milam, who had just moved from Austin with his partner, described the

event's importance in his own history of community involvement and activism:

That happened to just be when we arrived here, so I, I'm pretty sure at the time we
just assumed well this is the way it's always been, it's a big city, they had this
huge movement, and we just joined right in then started going to the GLPC
meetings and stuff. 67

While much of the resolve toward unity and advancement of gay civil rights in

Houston dissipated in the short term, slow advancements continued in both citywide

elections and the creation of community organizations." In particular, two newly created

gay CBOs, the Montrose Counseling Center and Montrose Clinic, had significant impacts

only a few years later with the outbreak of AIDS. Founded in 1979, the Montrose

Counseling Center (MCC) traced its conceptualization to Town Meeting I the year

before. Beginning as a "very small group of concerned social workers and therapists" led

by William A. Scott, what later became MCC opened in a two-room office in September

of 1978 at 900 Lovett. This new "gay counseling center" hoped to address the lack of

mental health services specific the needs of gay men and lesbians. By the autumn of

1979, Scott, along with Judy Newson and Ted Hewes, filed paperwork to make the

organization a non-profit agency serving Houston's gay community" Within four years,

MCC began to serve as a critical conduit of service for the needs of those impacted by

AIDS. From Town Meeting I discussions also came the idea for what later became

67 Dennis Milam, interview by Jonathan Heath, Houston, TX, 5 May 2005, 1-2.
68 Remmington's thesis offers a more detailed month-by-month recounting of political events,

specifically those relating to the Gay Political Caucus, than will appear here.
69 "Montrose Counseling Center: Year 6," Montrose Voice, 16 November 1984; "1978-1988, Ten

Years of Service to the Community: Montrose Counseling Center," Montrose Counseling Center, 1988,
CVBL.
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Montrose Clinic. Incorporated as a non-profit in 1981, the organization struggled to find

sources of funding, only to find itself a primary source for information about AIDS and

later, HIV testing.i"

With the ideas for so many community organizations conceived in the idealism

and enthusiasm of Town Meeting I, Hill reflected on what the absence of the event or the

organizations created in its wake would have meant for Houston's gay community:

And then Town Meeting One built the institutions that the community has
sustained. And what would we have done in the face of AIDS? ... Ifwe did not
have Montrose Clinic, if we did not have Montrose Counseling Center, if we were
not able to react as a community. See I mean everything affects everything. Ifwe
had not built a community in '78, AIDS hit, we would be lost. But we weren't
lost. We were able to organize and focus and pull resources, and we pulled
resources where people did not even think their was resources. And yes, there
have been failings, yes people have died sometimes alone and frightened, but
there has been less of that than there would have been if we had not been able to
be, not only a community, but a responsible one.7!

By 1981, the year AIDS first appeared nationally but perhaps two years before the

disease made a significant impact in Houston, Hill's responsible community had never

looked more organized and politically relevant. Two years before, Eleanor Tinsley, who

the GPC had endorsed, won election to a city council seat; in December of 1980 word

came out that Kathy Whitmire, also previously endorsed by the GPC in her successful

campaign for city controller, was "seriously looking into the possibility of running for

mayor" in the 1981 election.f Whitmire was already well known and liked within the

gay community. She had appeared in the 1980 Gay Pride Week parade and gay rallies,

and helped raise money for the Gay Political Caucus. She wasted little time in soliciting

volunteers to join her "steering committee" and make donations to offset the costs for a

70 "Funding for Montrose Clinic progressing," Montrose Voice, 20 March 1981.
71 Hill, 8.
72 "Reports say Whitmire may run against Mayor McConn," Montrose Voice, 30 December 1980.
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planned $8,000 poll to "test the waters." Whitmire was also a Montrose resident. More

than the poll itself, the move tested the strength of potential gay support for her

candidacy: no longer a trivial, marginalized section of the vote but perhaps one that could

turn an election.r'

Outside of the gay community, people took notice of this change in just a few

short years. As Houston Chronicle political writer Nene Foxhall noted, "The

endorsement of the Houston Gay Political Caucus now is sought by many candidates and

few, if any, office holders or candidates risk public attacks on the homosexual

lifestyle.':" Citing the GPC as "one of the city's most powerful political organizations,"

Newsweek described Houston political candidates marching in "one by one, into a dingy

office" to seek endorsement, in hopes of the support of some 30,000 members of the

group's mailing list and 25,000 others receiving "endorsement cards" from volunteers

stationed at local gay businesses. The power of receiving a bloc vote from a gay

community, already exhibited famously in San Francisco, existed in Houston as well:

"the outcome of this year's mayoral race in Houston-the nation's fifth largest city-may

well depend on the blessing ofthis single, anomalous group.,,75 Speaking before Gay

Pride Week of 1981, Hill observed the progress made from just a few years before:

Our view of ourselves and those around us has improved vastly from the days of
guilt and identity confusion we had as common characteristics only a few years
ago. We have become politically sophisticated and have discovered that the more
we approve of our own behavior the more other people approve of us .... As a
community we have developed our own business districts, our own markets,

73 Henry McClurg, "Whitmire seeking supporters and financing," Montrose Voice, 6 March 1981.
74 '''Chronicle' article credits gay political power," Montrose Voice, 1 May 1981.
75 Melinda Beck and Stryker McGuire, "Gay Power in Macho Houston," Newsweek, 10 August

1981,29.
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products and services, our own responses to crime in our neighborhood, our own
religious institutions, and our own media."

This "state of affairs" was a far cry from just ten years before, according to Hill. 77

By November, Montrose had been transformed into a "sea of blue Whitmire and

Lalor [a candidate for City Controller] signs," with GPC volunteers block-walking the

neighborhood to the point of "tripping over each other." "Is this what it is like to be an

established political force instead of an uncertain and unpredictable quantity?" asked

William Marberry in the Montrose Voice.78 Whitmire herself moved from hesitancy

toward her gay community support to publicly stating her pride for having earned the

endorsement of GPC and making it no secret the degree to which gay support, from

volunteer campaign workers to donations, had fueled her candidacy. Whitmire's ability

to make the runoff and then earn a solid 62 percent victory was quickly attributed to the

turnout and bloc vote of Montrose.79 The front page of the Montrose Voice declared "We

Won!"SO GPC President Lee Harrington said of the election, "This is our finest hour."SI

National network newscasts cited the gay vote, leading one commentary in the Voice to

mention "Of course, contrary to what mudslingers said, San Francisco," where a bloc of

70,000 gay voters had influenced elections since 1978, "did not come to town and

76 "Gay Pride Week grand marshall Ray Hill remembers outlines the progress," Montrose Voice,
19 June 1981.

77 Ibid.
78 William Marberry, "The Montrose vote can only do so much," Montrose Voice, 13 November

1981.
79 Henry McClurg, "Gay influence and homophobic reactions: Biggest noise maker in our largest

election ever," Montrose Voice, 20 November 1981.
80 Montrose Voice, 20 November 1981, 1.
81 McClurg, "Gay influence."
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orchestrate this victory. We did it. [italics in original] But you can be sure San Francisco

was watching. ,,82

Perhaps even more shocking to the rest of the country, after being sworn into

office, Mayor Whitmire toured Houston's gay bars on a Saturday night in a double-

decker bus filled with gay activists, businesspersons, and campaign volunteers. Although

billed as a "low-profile way for the mayor to thank her supporters in the gay community

who helped her in the November election," word of the "four-hour tour from bar to bar"

got out, and the Chronicle headlined the query of one bar patron, "'The who is here?",83

Long-term AIDS survivor Quentin Martin recalled the night Whitmire came to the bar,

Mary's, describing a gay community that "had come of age," helping elect Whitmire.

"We were a force to be reckoned with," in 1981, having been "shunned by the rest of the

world. And so we took the ball in our own hands and we made our own lives, and we

made our own success.t''"

Although supporters of Whitmire saw her election as the means to push for an end

to police raids and discrimination in general, another issue was quietly moving to the

forefront of community concerns. In November of 1981, while the Whitmire campaign

dominated the city's attention, four individuals gathered at the Texas Medical Center to

discuss a mysterious "gay cancer" that had recently been reported in New York' and

California. Just a month later, Houston's first diagnosed case of Kaposi's sarcoma-a

rare cancer that became the hallmark sign of AIDS, along with pneumocystis carynii

pneumonia-appeared. The month after Mayor Whitmire's celebratory tour of gay bars

82 "The sweet taste of victory," Montrose Voice, 20 November 1981.
83 Mark Obbie, "'The who is here?' Gay Bars get surprise visitor," Houston Chronicle, 4 January

1982.
84 Quentin Martin, interview by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 13 May 2005, 10.
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in Montrose, gay Houstonian Michael McAdory received his diagnosis of Kaposi's

sarcoma. Those four individuals who had discussed the "gay cancer" report joined with

McAdory to form an organization to take up the slack from a hesitant M.D. Anderson

Hospital and produced "educational materials" about the new disease, not yet even called

AIDS. By June of 1982, the Kaposi's Sarcoma Committee had produced an educational

and prevention guide entitled "Towards A Healthier Gay Lifestyle," and had begun the

filing process to become a non-profit community service organization.f

In New York and San Francisco, similar efforts were taking place. Only a month

before McAdory's diagnosis, Larry Kramer had assembled a meeting in his home to

discuss the disease, and in the fashion of gay political activism, to form an organization

in response. Thus Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), the CBO that in many aspects led

the others, came into existence." In San Francisco, concurrently, a similar narrative

played out with the formation of the Kaposi Sarcoma Education and Research Foundation

(later known as the AIDS Foundationj.Y Each of these organizations, during the earliest

moments of the epidemic, sought first and foremost to provide information to the gay

communities they served.

Although the initial actions of Houston's first organizations involved with AIDS

mirrored the educational focus of those in New York and San Francisco, the path to a

cohesive community-and later turn toward more radical AIDS responses such as ACT

UP-could not have been more different. The type of community organization and

85 Michael B. Wilson, "The KS/AIDS Foundation of Houston, Inc. It's History and Programs
November, 1981-June, 1985," KS/AIDS Foundation of Houston, 1985, 1 (hereafter cited as Wilson,
"History"), John P. McGovern Historical Collections and Research Center at Houston Academy of
Medicine-Texas Medical Center Library, Houston, Texas (hereafter cited as JPMHCRC).

86 Shilts, And the Band Played On, 120.
87 Ibid., 122.
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activism seen in Houston prior to AIDS can best be described as "strength in numbers."

Rather than expressing their frustration in a violent, confrontational manner, as had

occurred so famously in New York in 1969 and San Francisco in 1978, gay Houstonians

answered the call from leadership, gathered at the Astroarena, broke into groups, and

collectively plotted goals for the future of a community. In much the same manner, when

the call came out from Houston's early AIDS organizations, gay Houstonians volunteered

their skills, time, and money to help those they considered brothers.
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CHAPTER II.

LORD MAC'S MISSION:
AIDS AWARENESS AND PREVENTION, 1982-1989

Two years after his diagnosis with AIDS, and despite multiple hospitalizations,

Michael McAdory was still giving interviews. "I want to be one of the longest living

AIDS patients in history," the defiant, outgoing, and optimistic McAdory-or "Lord

Mac," as he had been known in his days as a bar manager in the wild late-70s and early

80s- softly announced to his interviewer. 1 After his diagnosis in early 1982, McAdory

had initiated perhaps the most important movement among Houston's gay community

since Town Meeting I: the response to the threat of AIDS through individual and

collective initiative. Not unlike the reply to police raids of the previous decade, this

response required first and foremost a community working together, refusing to take a

crisis passively or to wait patiently for city government and institutions to find answers.

The organization McAdory co-founded established education and prevention as its first

mission, distributing pamphlets, answering hotline calls, and holding informative talks-

a genesis similar to Andriote's description of New York's GHMC and San Francisco's

AIDS Foundation at their founding' Even these small objectives, however, could not

have been accomplished without cooperation, volunteerism, and financial assistance from

within the community.

1 Robert Hyde, "Lord Mac: In the Winter of His Years," Montrose Voice, 18 May 1984.
2 Andriote, 129; Wilson, "History," 1.
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This collective response proved critical in light of the hostile political

environment developing in Houston in the early to mid-1980s-an atmosphere in which

AIDS intertwined with and fueled growing anti-gay sentiment. While Kathy Whitmire

won her first re-election in 1983 and pushed an ordinance prohibiting job discrimination

based on sexual orientation through City Council in 1984-a political gift from Whitmire

to Houston's gay community for putting her "over the top" in 1981-opposition rallied

around the ordinance.3 In December of 1984, Chamber of Commerce president and

former mayor Louie Welch organized with City Councilman John Goodner, River Oaks

Bank Chairman James E. Lyons, and a group of religious fundamentalists, to collect

60,000 signatures on a petition calling for a citywide referendum on the ordinance." "The

line is now clearly drawn," commented the Voice, between the gay community and

Whitmire's faction on the council, and a socially conservative opposition convinced

Houston was becoming "another San Francisco," with the ordinance giving gays "control

of the city of Houston.t" Opponents of the resolution took this message of gays "taking

over Houston" to the streets, distributing flyers, particularly in Spring Branch and far

west portions of the city."

The rhetoric spewed by the forces urging a "no" vote in the referendum left little

doubt of the blatant anti-gay prejudices involved. Welch defined the ordinance as

protecting "unnatural minorities," while volumes of material appeared with explicit

description of the vices of the gay community, using AIDS to drum up stigma and

3 Robert Snellgrove, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 21 April 2005,
2.

4 Henry McClurg and Linda Wyche, "Sides Are Now Clear for Refemdum," Montrose Voice, 28
December 1984.

5 Ibid; Hollis Hood, '''Boo,' It's All Over," Montrose Voice, 25 January 1985.
6 Hollis Hood, "GPC Contemplates Referendum Vote," Montrose Voice, 1 February 1985.
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hysteria." One flyer, entitled, "America's Deadly Diseases of the Leper Colony,"

depicted organized gay communities as those "responsible for the deadly disease of

AIDS, whether they admit it or not. The Homosexuals are the whoremongers of the

human body." AIDS was "indeed a noted Homosexual Disease" and "Billion Dollar

nightmare," threatening "innocent people" while gay communities selfishly pushed for

"pleasure rights" and helped pass "Gay Rights" bills.s Another pamphlet stirred fears of

widespread contagion through "The Kiss of Death: Aids and Saliva / What you don't

know can kill you." Additionally, "The AIDS virus can live for as long as 10 days on a

dry plate," the unnamed author contented.9

A group called Texans for Moral Government produced a flyer specifically urging

a "no" vote, entitled "In Opposition to Special Privileges for Homosexuals." It cited the

"tragic life-style" of homosexuality which threatened the "well-being of society" by

"pushing the community toward eroticism" and "unrestrained sexuality" through its

"infectious appetite." This flyer accused homosexuals of spreading sexually transmitted

diseases (STDs) and committing crimes from bestiality to sexual abuse of children.

"Homosexuality has gone far enough," the flyer stated, "our community rejects it.,,10

On the morning of January 20, 1985, Houston's gay community leaders awoke to

a hugely disappointing four to one defeat (180,000 votes against, and 40,000 in support

of the referendum). "'Boo,' It's All Over," was the front-page Voice headline. 11 In a

commentary in the Voice, George F. Barnhart admitted that "We deluded ourselves," in

7 Hood, "'Boo,' It's All Over."
8 "AMERICA'S DEADLY DISEASES OF THE LEPER COLONY: DRUGS, PORNOGRAPHY

AND HOMOSEXUALITY WITH AIDS," Campaign for Houston flyer, 1985, JPMHCRC.
9 "For the People," Campaign for Houston pamphlet, 1985 8-9, JPMHCRC; underlined in text.
10 "VOTE AGAINST BOTH 'sexual orientation' amendments Jan. 19th

, 1985," Texans for Moral
Government anti-referendum flyer, JPMHCRC.

II Hood, "'Boo,' It's All Over."
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thinking a "progressive coalition" stood behind gay activists, committed to the issue of

job discrimination. In this naivety, gay Houstonians had overlooked what City Council

Member Eleanor Tinsley described as a campaign of "hatred and venom" and missed that

"homophobia" had become "the real issue" of debate in the referendum.12 GPC President

Sue Lovell lamented the "misinformation" distributed by the opposition: "It's the most

insidious attack we have ever felt. It's unfortunate that so many people have such fears

about gay people." Although turnout had been "extremely high" in Montrose, rivaling

levels seen in national and mayoral elections, it had not been enough to overcome the fear

campaign. The years of a growing gay political sway appeared to be at an end.13

However, one positive result of the campaign, noted a GPC board member, was

that the gay community had "really pulled together." The caucus' volunteer center "has

been flooded with people wanting to help. We have really learned to work to together

because of this campaign. And that one thing, perhaps has made it all worth it.,,14

Regarding the gay community, Lovell explained that the "power" of gay Houstonians

politically "is not simply that they vote-but that many gay people work ceaselessly in

campaigns. We are not the majority voters, but well-disciplined voters.,,15 Neighborhood

canvassing in Montrose had been as solid as in the preceding presidential campaign, and

the vote in the neighborhood's nine precincts overwhelmingly passed the referendum.

However, as a GPC spokesperson explained, the problem was not "where we won," but

12 George F. Barnhart, "Bitter Lessons in Houston Referendum," Montrose Voice, 25 January
1985.

13 Hood, "'Boo,' It's All Over."
14 Ibid.
15 Hollis Hood, "Chamber Releases Election Analysis," Montrose Voice, 1 March 1985.
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that "where we lost-we lost big.,,16 Clearly, the future seemed less promising than it

had after the successes of Town Meeting I and the 1981 mayoral race. "If it's one thing I

learned from this election," commented Sue Lovell, "it's that nobody is going to look out

for me but me and my community.r+'

Political access and support on the issue of AIDS became a more dubious

endeavor post-referendum. Newly vulnerable politicians discovered "we don't live in the

progressive city we thought we did," commented Lovell, while Whitmire herself

appeared likely to face a strong challenge to her reelection campaign later in the year. "If

you thought gay baiting was bad before," commented Lovell, "wait until November."

Indeed, a group known collectively as the "Straight Slate" emerged to challenge

Whitmire and eight council members in 1985, though none were successful. 18

As with the referendum, AIDS served as a hot topic for fear tactics in the mayoral

election. Whitmire's 1985 challenger, former mayor Welch, commented offhandedly

that his solution for AIDS in Houston would be to "shoot the queers," not knowing the

cameras were still rolling. 19 T-shirts quickly appeared with the response "Louie Don't

Shoot!,,20 The month prior to Welch's remark, the "Straight Slate" proposed an

ordinance barring "carriers of the AIDS virus" from work in food services, medical and

16 Hood, "GPC Contemplates." The Chamber of Commerce released its own election analysis
squarely undercutting the influence of the gay vote in Houston. Although this "large bloc vote" had
contributed to the "success or defeat" of several city council candidates, the referendum demonstrated that
gay election influence in Houston was "overestimated," considering the overwhelming defeat of the
referendum despite its importance to gay activists. This led the Chamber to conclude, "whatever political
power gays may have is confined to specific city areas and in no way would be significant in major
elections." However, it is worth noting the consistent anti-gay stances of Louie Welch, who led the
Chamber in its fight against the referendum; Hood, "Chamber Releases."

17 Hollis Hood, "In Wake of Defeat, GPC Charts Course," Montrose Voice, 1 February 1985.
18 Ibid.
19 Bill Mintz, "Houstonians' choices in mayor race based on diversity of views," Houston

Chronicle, 27 October 1985.
20 "'Louie Don't Shoot' IT-shirt has answer to Welch's remark," Houston Chronicle, 27 October

1985.
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dental services, blood banks, and child care, accomplished through mandatory blood.

testing and health cards. The ordinance also called for the closing of all gay bathhouses

and sexually oriented businesses. One Straight Slate candidate, OJ. Striegler, compared

the threat of AIDS to previous epidemics: "No known carrier of typhoid, tuberculosis, or

hepatitis would ever be allowed to handle food in a restaurant or work with children."

AIDS, in turn, proved even more dangerous "because it is invariably fatal to those who

contract it. AIDS is a peril which threatens our entire society.'?"

Once again, Whitmire won reelection, but her ties to the gay community and

support for the AIDS cause became more tenuous. Whitmire organized numerous task

forces on AIDS and declared herself to be "committed to making sure that our city is one

of the leaders in the fight against AIDS" during her tenure but ultimately created virtually

nothing in terms of city funding.r' The one exception was surveillance. After prodding

from gay organizations such as Citizens for Human Equality, the Houston Health

Department allocated $64,000 (out of a departmental budget of $26 million) to maintain a

confidential list of AIDS cases beginning in January of 1984.23

The city supported the national movement for "AIDS Awareness Week," but

offered little more in the way of education or funding for educational materials,

struggling over a five-year period to accomplish much more than distributing a i'one-

page, bilingual" AIDS education brochure with city water bills, and even this action

raised controversy. Dr. Haughton proposed the idea as early as January of 1986, only to

21 " 'Straight Slate' Proposes an AIDS Ordinance," Montrose Voice, 13 September 1985.
22 Mayor Kathryn J. Whitmire letter to gay community, 2 May 1983, JPMHCRC.
23 "Registry of AIDS victims / City's first official list to be anonymous," The Houston Post, 28

January 1984; Steve Shiflett, letter to business owners, Citizens for Human Equality, 20 May 1983, CVBL.
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see it rejected by the Public Works Department as "too controversial.,,24 Local

conservative commentary derided the "water bill business" as "do-gooder overkill" that

would not direct "those people to suddenly mend their dangerous ways.,,25 By May 1987,

Dr. Haughton had made progress with the brochure proposal within city government, but

still complained of lacking funds." After three more months, the project appeared to be

corning to fruition, however City Councilman George Grenias admitted such a "one-time

brochure" would not "get the job done.,,27

In contrast, the cities of New York and San Francisco were spending five million

and five to six million respectively on AIDS education and outreach programs by 1987.28

The city of San Francisco in particular jumped forward as early as 1982, producing

"informational campaigns" in the city's transit system, public service announcements on

television, "educational efforts" in bathhouses, and formation of a "community AIDS

prevention partnership.t''" The city also became the first in the nation to survey sexual

habits and determine the boundaries of "safe sex.,,30 The response by the city of New

York was slow initially, leading to criticism of Mayor Ed Koch and forcing GMHC to

undertake the city's first education and fundraising efforts on its own. But by mid-1983,

city and state funding began flowing into the organization?' Notably, however, neither

24 Kim Cobb, "City begins AIDS inserts in water bills," Houston Chronicle, 13 August 1987.
25 Steve Smith, Noon Commentary-KHOU-TV, Houston, TX, 13 April 1987, JPMHCRC.
26 Deborah Hurst and Ruth SoRelle, "Whitmire asked to expand city AIDS education efforts,"

Houston Chronicle, 7 May 1987.
27 Cobb, "City begins." In 1988, the city also spent $7,200 to print billboards with AIDS

messages. The billboards themselves were donated to the U.S. Department of Health. Approximately 40
of these billboards were on display at any given time; Tom Moran, "City spends $7,200 on billboards to
promote anti-AIDS messages," Houston Chronicle, 6 August 1988.

28 "Public Funding Not Enough," Lifeline, June 1987.
29 Altman, 88.
30 Andriote, 127.
31 Perrow and Guillen, 108.
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of the two cities faced the same socially and fiscally conservative climate that created

obstacles for local government in Houston regarding AIDS funding and education efforts.

Given the lack of strong municipal leadership, Houston's gay community fended

for itself throughout the 1980s. In the absence of assistance from the local public sector,

McAdory's determination to promote educational awareness of the new disease proved

critical. Concurrently with fighting his own illness, "Mac" chose to attack the fear,

avoidance, and apathy he observed in his community. Despite having dropped from 210

pounds to 138, McAdory led a busy schedule of community lectures, meetings at City

Hall, and fundraisers. AIDS was eating him alive, but his work with his organization

consumed him even more than the disease.Y Barely nine months after creating an

organization specifically for this battle, he took up the role the outspoken Larry Kramer

had adopted in New York, confronting the approximately 100 gay business owners and

organizational representatives at a meeting at Bering Memorial Church with the reality

they faced. "This is a health crisis," he explained, stressing the need for internal

community cooperation: "If you can't get over your personal differences with the man

beside you, you need to examine your personal ethics. ,,33

New KS/AIDS Foundation President, Michael Wilson (the organization had

updated its name in May of 1983 to include the new AIDS acronym) also expressed the

need for the Foundation to take the lead and "obtain the cooperation of all groups, to

coordinate what is going on and make sure the entire community is involved.,,34

32 Ibid; Bob Banta, "AIDS sufferer struggles to help other victims," Austin American Statesman, 4
June 1984.

33 "KS Committee: 'This is a Health Crisis," Montrose Voice, 1 April 1983.
34 Hollis Hood, "KS Committee Alters Name: President Describes Foundation," Montrose Voice,

20 May 1983.
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Throughout the first year of the organization's existence, McAdory and Wilson ventured

out into the community, begging for volunteers and donations, questioning whether

"more Houstonians will have to die before enough of the community wakes up and

realizes life is more than a party.,,35

Although not absorbed in the party lifestyle, Robert Snellgrove, who had been

working as an architect, needed his own moment of clarity to wake up to the disease

spreading into his community. Shortly after volunteering for the KS/AIDS Foundation,

Snellgrove experienced a moment in his life when a "value shift took place," watching

the chairman of the board of a major corporation kneel and inspect the floor in his office

to find a small flaw in the stain. Meanwhile, in his volunteer work, Snellgrove had seen

the carnage of the frontlines. As he recalled, "to me that said, what is really important in

the world, and what's not? And this is just material stuff. This is not important, when

everybody I know is dying." Snellgrove then quit his job and threw himself wholly into

AIDS volunteerism and graduate school in social services.i"

In September 1983, Snellgrove attended a two-day volunteer training with the

KS/AIDS Foundation to work on the newly started AIDS hotline.r" The hotline, 524-

AIDS, offered a wide range of information about the disease, its symptoms, and doctor

and counselor referrals. The Foundation was the first to establish such a referral list, as

they had been the first to create a "Hotline Training Packet" for volunteers. " In the mid-

1980s, a time when over 90 percent of AIDS cases were gay men, the hotline first had to

35 "KS Committee: 'This is"; Hood, "KS Committee Alters Name."
36 Snellgrove, 2.
37 Mary Jane Schier, '''Slow down and enjoy life' AIDS victim has advice everyone can put to

use," The Houston Post, 12 June 1983. This article cites the Hotline, which was to start over the summer of
1983.

38 Wilson, "History," 6.
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dispel generalized worries within and outside of the gay community-a climate Wilson

described as "The Pink Scare. ,,39 While some callers asked about using utensils touched

by a "favorite gay waiter," Snellgrove received many calls from panicked individuals,

gay and straight, who had had unsafe sex or hired a prostitute, wanting to know what

their risks were for HIV.4o As Wilson noted, "We have people call who have developed a

sore throat with swollen lymph nodes and they are concerned that they have AIDS. A lot

of what needs to be done is calm people down so they don't panic over common maladies

which are still going to OCCUr.,,41

One of the most memorable calls for Snellgrove, however, came from a woman

awaiting the return home of her son with full-blown AIDS from California. The hotline

may have offered her the only source of information and assistance: "He was basically

coming home to die. Who is she going to talk to? She had absolutely no support.,,42

With the stigma of already well-established labels-AIDS as "gay cancer"-this mother

did not know how to balance caring for her son with hostility and indifference from a

homophobic father and community:

If the neighbors had known, who knows what would've happened. She was
afraid. And she called, she was afraid of neighbors, she was afraid of her husband
and his response, and was completely isolated. How can I be there for my son,
and what am I going to see when he gets off the airplane? And that degree of
isolation was, I still remember that phone call. So that was a really important role
in those really early years of the hotline.f

39 Clifford Pugh, "The Growing Fear of AIDS," The Houston Post, 13 October 1985. The specific
statistic cited in this article from October 1985 was 93.1 percent.

40 Ibid; Snellgrove, 1-2.
41 Hood, "KS Committee Alters Name."
42 Snellgrove, 1.
43 Ibid, 1-2.
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Throughout this volatile period, The hotline continued as one of the primary .

means of dispelling ignorance, misinformation, and hysteria, fielding as many as 1,000

calls per month in 1987.44 Primarily focused on New York, Perrow and Guillen argue

that the "few gay-run and gay-financed hotlines were overwhelmed with callers."

However, no evidence of this exists for Houston.45 Instead, the Foundation appears to

have had the fortune of drawing in many tireless and dedicated volunteers to provide

information via the hotline. A Houston Chronicle article described the work of one

Foundation hotline volunteer, Craig, who had answered hotlinecalls every Wednesday

evening since August of 1984. Outside of the more common questions-"What are the

symptoms of AIDS? How is it contracted?"-some callers still wanted to know whether

"you get AIDS from intimate kissing" or mosquitoes, both a well-established "no."

Others asked Craig about whether there were seminars to attend or safe sex brochures

that could be sent: a "yes.,,46

In addition to being one of the main conduits of information, the anonymity of

telephone calls freed individuals to ask questions without feeling a sense of

embarrassment at their ignorance or private sexual practices. Craig recalled one caller

who expressed concern about symptoms he had been having that could be indicative of

AIDS. Craig inquired whether the man considered himself in a "high risk" group, such

as gay males or intravenous drug users. In response, the man acknowledged his

44 "Current Foundation Facts," Lifeline, September-October 1987.
45 Perrow and Guillen, 27.
46 Mike Snyder, "Hot line dispels callers' misconceptions on puzzling problem of AIDS," Houston

Chronicle, 24 February 1986.
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homosexuality and admitted "I have been active, very active, until recently. It's just a

way oflife with me. I feel kind of bad going to bed with anybody.?"

The prevailing sexual habits of the community were a subject of great concern for

the Foundation from its founding and initial publication of "Towards A Healthier Gay

Lifestyle" in 1982 (as noted in Chapter One). This brochure was the first AIDS-specific

educational publication in the country-acknowledged as such by Altman in AIDS in the

Mind of America-predating a similar brochure from San Francisco's Harvey Milk Gay

Democratic Club, entitled "Can We Talk?" and guidelines from New York's GMHC by

nearly a year." Also remarkable about the publication of this brochure was that it came

at a time when physicians understood little about the disease or its underlying cause.

Thus, the brochure relied on the basic assumption of sexual transmission in its advocacy

of "lifestyle moderation" based on "individual discipline" and "personal responsibility.v"

The closing of the booklet laid out the basic philosophy at work:

What you choose to do about the places you go, the people with whom you have
sex, the drugs you use, and the personal habits and activities with which you fill
your life-are your decisions. We can't make up your mind for you.

But nobody else can take responsibility for your health or your life either.
There's no score, just your own choices and decisions about yourself. And those
are your [underlined in text] responsibility. 50

The organization chose to use "common sense" in its approach without stirring up

fear as a means of prevention, yet despite this technique, some gay community leaders

47 Ibid.
48 Altman, 161; Andriote, 74. In New York, there was much debate over whether GMHC's

guidelines were too cautious. Feeling they were not, Michael Callen and Richard Burkowitz published a
booklet in May 1983 warning gay men to avoid all "exchange of potentially infectious bodily fluids";
Cindy Patton, Fatal Advice: How Safe-Sex Education Went Wrong (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
1996), 11, quoted in Andriote, Victory Deferred, 74.

49 Michael B. Wilson, "You Can Do Something About AIDS," (speech for AIDS Awareness
Week 1984, Event 2, Public Forum On AIDS, 11 October 1984), 3-4, JPMHCRC.

50 Ibid., 5.
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reacted initially to the brochure with disdain, feeling that it was an affront to the ideals of

sexual liberation and gay rights. The concept of such "risk-reduction" brochures,

however, continued onward in the absence of better solutions and no indications that the

strange disease would be going away. Wilson noted that many other organizations, in

Houston and across the country, published similar materials over the next two years

despite the lukewarm reception."

As information about the epidemiology of the disease sharpened, a more detailed,

explicit "safe sex" brochure entitled "AIDS Play Safe Information" replaced "Towards A

Healthier Gay Lifestyle." The new brochure utilized a mascot, a teddy bear named

Albert, in a creative effort to make safe sex more approachable yet "free of many human

associations." The mascot, which also appeared in the 1984 Gay Pride Week Parade,

sought to create "the idea in people's minds that 'safe sex' was o.k. to try; it's not going

to hurt yoU.,,52 Over a two-year period from 1982 to 1984, the Foundation produced and

distributed over 90,000 of these AIDS prevention and "safe sex" brochures-Mac

himself carried a stash of them virtually everywhere he went. 53 The newer "safe sex"

brochures even created a small controversy in the media and at City Hall, to which

Wilson replied,

Had we produced a brochure on the prevention of lung cancer and forgotten to
mention cigarettes we would be called irresponsible; had we produced a brochure
on the prevention of AIDS and had forgotten to mention the sexual activities of
gay men, we would have been irresponsible. 54

51 Ibid., 3-4.
52 Wilson, "History," 8.
53 Robert Hyde, "Lord Mac"; Banta, "AIDS sufferer."
54 Michael B. Wilson and Stuart P. Timm, M.D., letter to Channelll, 12 October 1984, 2,

JPMHCRC.
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However, the success of distributing these materials left enough doubt for the

Foundation that a "next step" seemed necessary. As Wilson noted, "we realized that

providing bold, cute, informative brochures on 'safe sex' would not convince the

majority of gay males to make such radicle [sic] changes in their attitudes and behaviors

ovemight.t''" AIDS presented the enormous challenge of bringing about this change

without going to the unrealistic extreme of recommending that men give up sex entirely

or trying to frighten change in sexual habits. "Houston has been resistant to the idea of

safe sex," Wilson commented, however he believed "we can overcome this resistance by

educating people to how 'safe sex' really works.t" "It's hard," he noted in a 1984 AIDS

Awareness Week speech:

We are frightened, angry, upset, and grieving over our perceived loss of freedom,
loss of lifestyle, loss of sexual liberation-which we came to enjoy, take for
granted, during the 60s and 70s. We are upset over change-as much as we are
frightened, upset, angry, and grieving over the suffering and death due to AIDS.
And that is natural. Change is hard, change is slow, but change is possible."

Thus, to continue this change in the community mindset, the organization followed with

an even more innovative approach to promoting the safe sex concept: "AIDS Play Safe

Week.,,58 This event focused on the theme "fun and fashion" rather than fear as a

motivational factor.i" Scheduled for the week of September 18-25, 1983, which

corresponded with a street fair in Montrose, the Foundation relied on support arid

cooperation from bars in the gay community willing to schedule events that combined

55 Wilson, "History," 7.
56 Hollis Hood, "'Safe Sex' Needs to be fashionable in Houston, Says KS/AIDS Group," Montrose

Voice, 13 July 1984.
57 Wilson, "You Can Do Something About AIDS," 5.
58 Hood, "KS Committee Alters Name"; Robert Hyde, "'AIDS Play Safe Week': Conquering the

Killer," Montrose Voice, 16 September 1983.
59 Wilson, "History," 8.
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entertainment with education and fundraising.i'' Altman assesses this turn toward gay

businesses, rather than municipal support, as a "different strategy," but ultimately

successful in terms of increasing funds and AIDS awareness.?'

In an "urgent and confidential" memorandum distributed to gay business owners,

Wilson noted hesitancy and reluctance among some businesses "to incorporate 'safe sex'

promotion into their establishment's theme.,,62 However, Wilson's memorandum was in

actuality more promotional than informative:

Imagine also the impact on the attitudes and behaviors of your patrons and the gay
community in general when they come to realize that gay-oriented businesses
such as yourself are aggressively advocating a healthy lifestyle in their respective
establishments. Imagine the positive result on your own business. And last, but
not least, imagine a decrease in the spread of AIDS in Houston, Texas due to
these 'play safe' promotion efforts. That is a reality we would like to see.63

Wilson offered businesses a "'Safe Sex' Promotion Kit" that included "logos and

themes" that could be used, along with brochures, newsletters, bandanas, and other items

to distribute to patrons."

As they had during the promotion of Town Meeting I, many of Houston's gay

bars and bookstores answered the call to participate. This may demonstrate pure

common sense on the part of business owners attune to the environment of their patrons;

as reporter Robert Hyde noted, "there's a very subtle air in the bars these days, a hint of

caution among the cocktails and the haze of smoke. There's talk of needing to get out of

town and head for the baths in New Orleans. There's talk of playing Russian Roulette.,,65

60 Hyde, "'AIDS Play Safe Week.'"
61 Altman, 165.
62 Michael B. Wilson, "Memorandum Urgent and Confidential," KS/AIDS Foundation Houston,

15 March 1985, JPMHCRC.
63 Wilson, "Memorandum."
64 Ibid.
65 Hyde, "'AIDS Play Safe Week.'"
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During the first "AIDS Play Safe Week," the Voice announced a "multitude of the

area's bars, businesses, organizations and clubs" involved, with "over 12,000 flyers"

posted in the district." One bar, according to Wilson, "painted the entire front of their

building with the checkered designs" indicating advocacy of safe sex among the bar's

owners and its patrons.V "It is difficult to visit any of the popular establishments in the

area," the article noted, "without confronting evidence of what is probably the biggest

campaign yet to get members of the community to do one thing: get educated and face

the facts" about AIDS.68

The article specifically cited events at three gay businesses: the Galleon, the

Mining Company, and Rich's Disco. The latter staged a "multi-media show" with a

question and answer session with "educators, medical experts, epidemiologists and

psychologists" about AIDS and how to prevent infection." Bering Memorial Church

also hosted a similar forum, with questions fielded by AIDS patients themselves. "AIDS

Play Safe Week" at least recorded the success of eliciting much local and national media

attention, including an article in The Advocate applauding the "heartening effort" of

"enterprising Houstonians" to combine education with entertainment and fundraising.

Describing the attempt to move the community away from fear and avoidance, Wilson

reflected that the "chief purpose of the week" had been to make gay men aware that "they

don't have to sit at home and fret to avoid AIDS. They can still enjoy their lifestyle if

66 Ibid.
67 Wilson, "History," 9.
68 Hyde, "'AIDS Play Safe Week.'''
69 Ibid.
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they practice certain techniques that will significantly reduce, or even eliminate, their risk

of AIDS.,,7o

The strong campaign persisted throughout 1984, noting gains in awareness of

what the term "safe sex" actually meant. However, an additional problem presented itself

when the knowledge of the basics of how to prevent the disease confronted the intricacies

of social behavior. In other words, men may have understood the proper usage of

condoms, but bridging the awkward subject of sexual habits with a new potential sex

partner proved the greater challenge." As Kent Sumrall noted,-"It's almost as if you

scare them away when you ask if they're practicing safe sex.,,72 In order to "negotiate a

'safe sex' contract," Wilson saw the need to teach men to "relearn the art and science of

cruising," primarily through meetings and workshops.f While Bering Memorial Church

held meetings about safe sex, the Montrose Counseling Center held workshops involving

lectures and role plays showing techniques for broaching the subject of safe sex and

AIDS.74 These workshops also encouraged participants to serve as role models, as well

as recreating workshop experiences with friends.75

A continued effort to de-stigmatize safe sex took place with the "Play Safe Play

Mate Contest" held in October of 1984 at one of Houston's most popular gay disco clubs.

At this event, thirteen contestants, all promoting safe sex, competed against each other for

the title of Mr. Play Safe. Each contestant, along with the winner, appeared in a 1985

70 "Safe Sex Catches On," The Advocate, 24 November 1983, quoted in Lifeline, February 1984,
CVBL.

71 "'Safe Sex' Topic of KS/AIDS Meeting," Montrose Voice, 6 July 1984.
72 Hyde, " 'AIDS Play Safe Week."
73 Hollis Hood, " 'Safe Sex' Needs to be Fashionable in Houston, Says KS/AIDS Group,"

Montrose Voice, 13 July 1984.
74 "'Safe Sex' Topic ofKS/AIDS Meeting,"; Wilson, "History," 9.
75 Wilson, "History," lO.
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calendar which served as both an educational and fundraising tool. This was yet another

attempt by the Foundation to turn the awkwardness of safe sex into something fun and

fashionable.76

By 1985, it seemed a reasonable belief on the part of Wilson and the Foundation's

board of trustees that not only had their efforts elicited community involvement; they had

also succeeded to some degree in raising community awareness as well as changing

attitudes and behaviors. Although it proved difficult to gauge precisely the success of

these efforts at risk reduction, indirect evidence existed through city statistics on sexually

transmitted diseases (STDs) for 1984, the first full year of the Foundation's safe sex

campaign. For that year, the city health director, Dr. James Haughton, reported a 27

percent drop in syphilis cases and a 20 percent drop in gonorrhea cases.77 The Montrose

Clinic reported a 50 percent drop in overall STD cases from 1982 to 1984 of 2,573 to

1,306.78 Dr. Haughton described the decrease of reported STDs, in the gay community in

particular, as "significant" and likely related to greater AIDS awareness: gay CBOs, most

specifically the KS/ AIDS Foundation, had "done a tremendous job of education" about

AIDS and safe sex "and their efforts are proving valuable," Haughton commented in

October of 1985.79

These decreases also came at a time when actual AIDS cases in Houston,

although increasing, had yet to reach the dramatic levels that prompted a flurry of local

media coverage in 1985. For that year alone, the total caseload more than doubled, for

76 Ibid., 9.
77 Ruth SoRelle, "Number ofVD cases treated by city declines sharply," Houston Chronicle, 8

October 1985.
78 Pugh, "The Growing Fear."
79 SoRelle, "Number ofVD cases."
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instance, with 297 additional cases and 250 deaths. 1986 was even worse, with 469 cases

and slightly less deaths (223).80 Thus the possibility that these decreases in STDs came

as a result of the prominence of widespread death and illness is a less convincing one for

1984, while the spike in diagnosed AIDS cases in 1985 reflects the long incubation

period of the virus-currently estimated to be as high as 10 years-more than an increase

in infections.

Whether these decreases of STDs in 19~84corresponded directly with "AIDS Play

Safe Week" or other elements of the Foundation's safe sex campaign likely cannot be

discerned definitively, although the degree of cooperation from gay businesses provided a

crucial component of the successful implementation of the campaign. Anecdotal accounts

reported the prevalence of "safe sex" posters and flyers in bars throughout Texas by

1985, with one patron in Dallas describing condoms being "as available in gay bars now

as matches.t''" The Foundation reported approximately one third of participants in AIDS

seminars reported "having no sex at all," while those who continued to have sex reported

using condoms with greater frequency. According to a 1985 article in The Houston Post,

sales of condoms had "skyrocketed in the Montrose area over the past year," also

appearing to be "planned purchases rather than spur-of-the-moment sales." One

manager ofa Walgreen's on Montrose Avenue reported a doubling of condom sales since

1984.82 Regardless of the instigating factor, safe sex appeared to be making inroads in

Houston's gay community.

80 "AIDS Surveillance Report," Houston Department of Health and Human Services-Bureau of
Epidemiology, 6 April 1987, CVBL. It is also worth noting that approximately one third of the entire
caseload and death count for 1980-1984 occurred in the last half of 1984 alone.

81 Bill Deener, "AIDS alters gay behavior," Dallas Morning News, 28 October 1985.
82 Pugh, "The Growing Fear."
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While the safe sex campaign remained fresh, a new controversy appeared in the

Spring of 1985 which put the KS/AIDS Foundation briefly at odds with an older,

established CBO, the Montrose Clinic. Led by Dr. Richard Grimes, the clinic-best

known among gay Houstonians as the primary location for the treatment of STDs-can

be considered the second most active organization in the early response to AIDS.

Ironically, when Dr. Richard Grimes had first walked through the doors of Montrose

Clinic in 1983, he thought he would be going into a place where doctors always "cured

people." A former student had contacted him about joining the-clinic' s board of

directors; they were in "some amount of disarray," and needed reorganization. Dr.

Grimes had been teaching public health administration at the University of Texas Health

Science Center at Houston, where he continues to teach.83

Prior to the early 1980s, the clinic had spent most of its time curing people of

common sexually transmitted diseases: "Somebody would come in the door with

gonorrhea, why you give them a shot, send them out the door, and everybody was

happy." Unfortunately, within two months of Dr. Grimes' joining the Montrose Clinic

staff, people began coming in with a far worse medical condition. By late 1984, the

trickle of AIDS cases had grown into a steady drip and he knew "AIDS had hit Houston."

Although a great many of Houston's first physicians to take on the new disease-were gay,

Dr. Grimes was straight. However, perhaps heralding the expanding boundary of AIDS

beyond the gay community over the course of the 1980s, Dr. Grimes responded to the

call for help, putting aside fear and stigma.i"

83 Dr. Richard Grimes, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 7 April 2005,
1.

84 Ibid.
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In 1983, a year before Robert Gallo of the National Institute of Health announced

his discovery of the virus thought to cause AIDS, one of the first steps Dr. Grimes took to

address the disease at Montrose Clinic involved skin pricks to test for antigens" If a

patient presented no immune response, "we figured that they were immune suppressed."

Shortly after, Dr. Haughton of the City Health Department approached the clinic-the

discovery of the HTL V-III virus had just been announced, and Montrose Clinic, as an

institution within the gay community, seemed the perfect site to begin antibody testing. 86

The Center for Disease Control (CDC) had passed a grant of over $570,000 to the Texas

Department of Health, of which $60,000 went to the Houston City Health Department to

fund an "alternative test site.,,87 Twenty-six such sites appeared across the country in an

effort to draw individuals away from blood banks-the first to screen for the newly

discovered virus-as a means of being tested. According to Montrose Clinic Chairman

of the Board, Dick Adams, blood banks were "currently being inundated with requests

for the test," making the creation of an alternative test site to redirect individuals an

"inescapable" reality. This occurrence raised concern about the safety of the national

85 Lawrence K. Altman, "New U.S. Report Names Virus That May Cause AIDS; Virus could be
the same as one found by French. U.S. Scientists Identify Virus They Believe Causes AIDS," New York
Times, 24 April 1984; Grimes, 1. As outlined in Victory Deferred, the discovery of the virus has been a
subj ect of controversy continuing to the present. Frenchman Luc Montagnier of the Pasteur Institute
discovered the virus first, naming it lymphadenopathy virus (LAV), followed shortly after by Gallo's
discovery of the same virus, naming it human t-cell lymphotrophic virus (HTLV-I1I). Although both
received official credit for the discovery, upon closer inspection, the genetic profile of Gallo's virus proved
identical to that of Montagnier's LAV-a near impossibility for a virus which mutates regularly, producing
genetic variation. Thus, the implication of this finding is that Gallo's virus came from a sample sent from
the Pasteur Institute. In 1986, the U.S. and French governments attempted to put the controversy to rest,
choosing the new and current term human immunodeficiency virus (HIV); Andriote, 79.

86 Grimes, 1.
87 "Montrose Clinic is Set to Begin HTLV-I1I Testing," Montrose Voice, 7 June 1985; "Montrose

Clinic Will Be Testing Site for AIDS," Montrose Voice," 24 May 1985.
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blood supply at a time when media coverage of AIDS, sparked particularly by the first

documented transfusion-related cases, had reached its first major spike.88

Word that the clinic planned to offer the tests quickly prompted concern that

results might be misused or prove unreliable. A January 1985 statement released jointly

by the National Gay Task Force and People with AIDS-San Francisco pointed out that

"individuals should be aware of the fact that their test results may be requested and

obtained by third parties," and may become "part of your medical record," jeopardizing

health insurance." In addition, the statement pointed out the possibility of employers

using test results as a screening mechanism for current and potential employees in health

care, food service, or child care. Dr. Haughton acknowledged that gay employees at

Houston restaurants had lost their jobs because of phobic employers and there was

evidence at the national level as wel1.9o AMA News reported that "At various state health

departments, phone calls have been arriving from employers wanting to use the test to

screen workers who serve food, work in day care centers, or teach in classrooms.,,91

In turn, the KS/AIDS Foundation hotline began receiving calls from individuals

interested in the test but concerned about potential ramifications, as well as individuals

reporting or fearing its misuse. State legislatures across the nation, including Texas,

considered creating lists of the names of all individuals testing positive, raising further

apprehension among AIDS-related organizationa" The "psychological pressures of

88 Dick Adams, "Caught in the Controversy: Montrose Clinic Explains Position on the HTLV-3
Testing," Montrose Voice, 14 June 1985.

89 "Statement on HTLV -III/LA V Antibody Test," National Gay Task Force and PW A-San
Francisco, 4 January 1985, JPMHCRC.

90 "Montrose Clinic Will Be."
91 "Physicians, public await new AIDS screening test," AMA News, 8 March 1985.
92 Michael B. Wilson, letter to Richard P. Adams, 27 March 1985, JPMHCRC.
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knowing that one has tested positive" presented an additional area of concern." In

March of 1985, reacting only to the rumor of Montrose Clinic being chosen as an

alternative test site, Michael Wilson directed pointed questions to clinic Chairman

Adams: "Will there be someone there to interpret their results and allay their fears? What

will be social reaction from widespread administration of the HTL V-3/LA V test in our

country and our town?,,94

With the perceived imminence of the test and its myriad concerns, the Foundation

posted 40,000 flyers (20,000 small and 20,000 large) across the state." Seven local and

national groups co-signed the flyers: The Montrose Counseling Center, The Gay

Switchboard of Houston, Houston Gay Political Caucus, Citizens for Human Equality,

The National Gay Task Force, National Lesbian/Gay Health Foundation, and The

Mayor's Task Force on AIDS. These organizations agreed with public health officials

and the clinic that individuals in "at-risk groups for AIDS" should not donate blood, and

stated this explicitly on the flyer. However, beneath this statement, the flyer warned

against taking the HTL V-3/LA V antibody test, spelling out a laundry list of concerns,

from the relatively high chance of false-positive (7.4 percent) or false-negative (2.3

percent) results, to uncertainty over what testing positive for the virus indicated, to the

various possibilities of discrimination and psychological stresses. The flyer clo-sed by

recommending individuals to "educate yourself," "protect yourself," "safeguard the blood

supply," "protect the community's health," and "play safe!,,96

93 "Statement on HTLV-III/LA V Antibody Test."
94 Wilson, letter to Richard P. Adams.
95 Ibid.
96 Anti-HTLV-3/LA V Antibody Test flyer, 1985, CVBL.
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The flyers, however, may have been premature. By May and June, the clinic

responded in news articles and columns to clarify the testing procedures. Chairman

Adams assured patient confidentiality, saying that "no names will be recorded and no

lists will be maintained." He emphasized that pre-test and post-test counseling, required

under the CDC's plan for alternative test sites, would be mandatory for individuals

seeking the test. Before blood could be drawn and sent in to the city lab, such counseling

would have to be provided. The guarantee of confidentiality, championed by Montrose

Clinic, emerged after "lengthy negotiations" with the city, while the "quality of

counseling" offered equal concern, according to Adams. Emphasizing the "non-

diagnostic value" of the test was also a component of pre-test counseling and education

about AIDS. Adams stressed that "no other location would be as responsive [than

Montrose Clinic] to our community's needs, be as concerned with the information

provided each individual, and remain as protective of patient confidentiality.t''" Dr.

Haughton agreed publicly that test results and counseling would remain anonymous."

In the light of these assurances, the KS/AIDS Foundation softened their

warnings, stating non-opposition to the test and agreeing that Montrose Clinic would be

"the best equipped to assure confidentiality of results and provide adequate counseling

and educational information along with the test." However, like its counterparts in other

cities, the Foundation stopped short of endorsing the test at this time-continuing to post

anti-HTLV-3/LA V antibody test flyers-and maligned that the designated federal

funding would not be directed toward research, prevention, and social service programs."

97 Adams, "Caught in the Controversy."
98 "Montrose Clinic is Set."
99 "KS/AIDS Foundation Concerned About HTLV-3 Tests," Montrose Voice, 14 June 1985.
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Despite this controversy, attention to the test appeared relatively meager through

early 1985. Then on May 25, 1985, everything changed. Actor Rock Hudson publicly

confirmed rumors he had AIDS. Soon after, the clinic "literally got overwhelmed" with

people seeking the new test, requiring a huge increase in volunteers. The preexisting

attitude of "I don't have sex with those kinds of people," evaporated. The test now

offered a means to allay or confirm fears, or dispel denial and apathy. "We were

counseling people on the front porch, in the bathrooms, I mean it was just

overwhelming," Dr. Grimes described. With the clinic now having some weeks with

1000 tests performed, the $15 per person budget from the city health department-funded

through a CDC grant-would soon be exhausted "in a couple of weeks or a couple of

months" Dr. Grimes recalled Dr. Haughton as saying; "What can we do?" The solution

they crafted involved charging a $275 sum per session rather than per patient, which

avoided draining the city's budget but left CDC auditors baffled. 100

However, Dr. Haughton and Dr. Grimes faced another problem with this sudden

explosion in interest in the HIV test. Only two people in the city lab knew how to run the

tests in the lab. With the incredible volume of tests, these two lab technicians found it

impossible to run all the tests in a 40-hour work week. Although they compensated with

extra hours and weekend shifts, the city would not authorize the overtime pay; at some

point the lab techs refused to "work 60 hours a week and not get paid for it."IOI The

"dilemma" of not being able to get results back in a reasonable amount of time required

Dr. Grimes to craft a solution: to request $10 donations from all individuals taking the

test-it had been free up to that point-and to put these lab techs on the clinic payroll so

100 Grimes, 2.
101 Ibid.
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they could be paid for the 20 extra hours of work per week through these donations .. Dr.

Grimes recalls that 80 to 90 percent made donations.l'"

Unfortunately, this brought a phone call from a CDC auditor, who demanded the

"income" from conducting the tests be refunded to the CDC under the "terms of the

grant." Dr. Grimes wrote them a check for $60,000-at a time when the clinic "had $50

in the bank"-and explained that he would be forced to declare bankruptcy and close the

clinic, thus ending all HIV testing and counseling in Houston. "You deal with the

consequences of that," he told the auditor, who never called back or pressed demands

after that. 103

As agreed to with the Houston Health Department, Montrose Clinic began the

program utilizing almost exclusively volunteers and as little as "one salaried person" to

perform the pretest and posttest counseling.l'" Describing his invaluable staff manning

the clinic, Dr. Grimes calculated the value of the clinic's volunteer counselors and

physicians (by their hours served) at over $100,000 per year each year during the 1980s.

These individuals possessed a drive to help, overcoming the emotions of the task.

According to Dr. Grimes, revealing positive test results was not only difficult for the

person receiving the result, but a difficult task for these volunteer counselors. He had

been "amazed at how many people came" several nights a week, often for many years,

only to give bad news, leaving him thinking "God, that's got to be awful to sit down and

tell people they're positive. That's got to be really hard to do."l05

102 Grimes, 3.
103 Ibid.
104 Grimes, 2.
105 Ibid., 9.
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This veritable army of community volunteers employed to conduct testing,

counseling, and education included those with and without HIV. Although HIV negative,

Dennis Milam, who had been active in the community since Town Meeting I, took time

out of his life as a social worker to volunteer with the clinic as a counselor during the first

year of HIV testing, a task "much more challenging" than even his own professional

position.l'" Another volunteer counselor decided to "repay" Montrose Clinic for their

support after his HIV -positive test result by helping ease others through this transition: "I

know what it's like. I know the taboos. A lot of us who volunteer there are HIV positive

so we can support each other and help with things like how to tell the parents.,,107 Nor

was the volunteer staff exclusively from the gay community; after the disease "got a

face," parents, relatives, and friends of AIDS patients began showing Up.108

These counselors explained the nature of the test, what it did and did not reveal,

and what steps to take after a positive or negative test result. A flyer explained "AIDS

Antibody Positive Results-What to Do?" The flyer, which came with a condom

attached, described a "40-60% probability of the HIV virus in your body," and advised

"safe sex" practices because of a "high probability you are dangerous to other people"

and "capable of passing the virus to them." Further, "Take Granny's Advice," it

recommended, which involved rest and exercise; undergo an "immune system .•

evaluation" by a physician; seek counseling to manage stress; and "seriously plan where

you are going from here." The flyer closed with a pronouncement mixed with a serious

tone and perhaps unrealistic optimism:

106 Milam, 3.
107 Derick Rill, "Montrose Clinic provides hope for many Houston AIDS victims," The Houston

Post, 11 November 1991.
108 Grimes, 9.
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Think about who you can tell, who you can share your feelings with? Think.
about others you care about and whether it would be a good idea for them to get
the test. There are no pat, 'good' resolutions for these issues. Deciding how to
deal with them will help you handle the problem of stress. The odds are very
good that you will have no further problems, but you need to help the odds
along. 109

During this time when the clinic was "cranking people through" in 10 to 15

minute counseling sessions, the clinic struggled with the potential impersonality of the

brief experience: "Hi there, you have a fatal, stigmatized disease. Have a nice life. Now

get the hell out because somebody else is coming in. Not quite that abrupt but that's

about what you can do in 15 minutes." 1 1
0 Milam described reactions ranging from "stiff

upper lip and hysterically running out of the room," testing his skills as a social worker

with little available to offer beyond personal advice-no practical options, such as

treatments or social services. 1 1 1 Former Montrose Clinic Executive Director Ralph

Lasher had been well aware of the drawbacks to the initial testing and counseling

atmosphere. As a counselor at the clinic himself, Lasher came across a man who, like

him, had been active in the church and studying to become a minister. After the man

broke down in tears, Lasher began to talk to fill the silence-something he described as a

mistake. 1 12

From this experience, Lasher created a more humane approach as part of a

program called "Next Step." This program, planned and conducted entirely by Lasher,

would help HIV positive individuals know what to do "when you find out you're

positive," and all of the steps that needed to be taken following the diagnosis, such as

109 "Montrose Clinic HlV-AIDS Antibody Positive Results-What to Do?" Montrose Clinic flyer,
3 April 1986, JPMHCRC.

110 Grimes,S.
III Milam, 4.
112 Ralph Lasher, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 20 April 2005, 2.
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choosing a doctor, learning about treatments, and how to maintain good health while

preparing, soberly, for the possibility of death by preparing a will, or living will. Lasher

considered it his greatest contribution during his work with AIDS, and the most popular

program at the clinic. Montrose Clinic later trained other clinics to conduct the program.

Next Step also became the pattern for many similar programs started across the

country.113 Testing positive in 1988, long-term AIDS survivor John Tuttle remembered

being "quite shocked" but considered the process at the clinic "thoughtfully done."

Rather than enflaming his fears, his counselor offered what he considered in hindsight

"the best words of advice" he could have received, considering the stigma of the disease:

inform your sexual partners, but "don't run around telling everybody." I14

Even though testing at Montrose Clinic proceeded in a manner "as anonymous as

you could get," with "no paper associated with any person," Dr. Grimes faced an

"enormous outcry" among the gay community about fears surrounding testing and how it

could be used to harm and stigmatize individuals. I 15 In addition to these fears, current

Montrose Clinic counselor Mike Dohoney described an attitude that, if testing HIV

positive equated to a "death sentence," and "I know I'm going to die and I just have to sit

there and worry about how long it's going to take before I get sick," then an individual

stood to gain little from learning his or her status. The clinic knew, however, that without

a "change of behavior" sparked from finding out HIV status, the potential existed for a

person to continue spreading the virus. 116 Thus, in regards to HIV testing, the clinic's

task of thinking for the community and not the individual superseded concerns

113 Ibid., 3.
114 John Tuttle, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 18 May 2005,9.
liS Grimes, 8-9.
116 Mike Dohoney, interview by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 28 March 2005, 4.
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championed by other organizations, driving them to dispel such fears. The clinic held

numerous community meetings, with Dr. Grimes employing his teaching skills to inform

the community.i'{

Within a few years, the Foundation's worries proved unfounded with Montrose

Clinic's policy of confidentiality and anonymity. By 1988, Foundation hotline volunteers

regularly provided callers with information on testing, including locations of clinics

offering the test anonymously and with counseling, according to Hotline Coordinator Jim

Lyon.118 Andriote interprets a similar change in attitude, particularly with the GMHC,

from pointed warnings about the dangers posed by the test, to advocacy by the late

1980s.119 As the decade wore on, the hotline fielded calls asking for increasingly specific

and detailed information on AIDS treatment, doctor and dentist referrals, legal counsel,

and the ever expanding social services provided by the Foundation and other

organizations (to be discussed in Chapter Three).

As with previous needs, volunteers answered, donating time and personal

expertise to help upgrade the Foundation's computer system. Volunteer Osa Lott, who

had retired from his job in a payroll department after testing positive for HIV, worked

forty to eighty hours a week in 1987 overhauling the Foundation's computers.V'' By

November of 1988, hotline volunteers had access to a computer system with "50 different

screens ... to help field virtually any question asked."!" Hotline volunteer Kelly Martine

donated his expertise as well as software to help establish "one of the most

117 Grimes, 9.
118 "Nation's only computerized hotline a source of information, education and support," Lifeline,

November 1988.
119 Andriote, 136.
120 "People Making a Difference," Lifeline, June 1987.
121 "Nation's only computerized hotline."
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comprehensive libraries of AIDS-related information likely to be found anywhere in the

nation." Martine explained the advantage of moving quickly toward computerization:

"By storing all available data in the computer, revisions to our data can be made in just a

few seconds.,,122

As collective knowledge of safe sex and HIV transmission improved, the

Foundation transformed its educational approach to include a "speakers bureau" and an

hour-long program aired on Houston's PBS station. Despite needing a wheelchair for

mobility, volunteer Tim Gonzalez moved from conveying information on the hotline to

giving an "'AIDS 101' talk" in both English and Spanish. Gonzalez described a "feeling

of fulfillment" from his volunteer efforts that he "never got with a paycheck. It makes it

all worthwhile.,,123 The April 5, 1989 PBS broadcast assembled a panel including AFH

Director of Education Evelyn Cox and AFH case manager Harry Livesay to discuss local

AIDS issues, while volunteers manned an open telephone line. The event recorded over

400 calls, and included questions from viewers calling in during the program. 124

Unavoidably, the PBS program emphasized the struggles to fund the expanding

list of programs undertaken by the Foundation during the 1980s. While Montrose Clinic

funded its services in response to AIDS through CDC grants, the KS/AIDS Foundation

relied almost exclusively on charitable donations from businesses, fundraising '"

organizations, and individuals in the gay community. "Pleas for support" beyond the gay

community tended to "fall on deaf ears," according to one Foundation volunteer. 125By

the end of their first fiscal year, ending May 31, 1983, the Foundation had raised almost

122 "People making a difference," Lifeline, October 1989.
123 "People making a difference," Lifeline, May 1989.
124 "AFH staff and volunteers participate in public television program," Lifeline, May 1989.
125 Del McGee, "Seeking Help for AIDS Foundation," Montrose Voice, 8 August 1986.
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$30,000 solely through private donations and fundraisers. Although the organization's

early focus on community awareness and education came with a much smaller price tag

than later ventures into social services, even these efforts could not have been supported

without significant community-wide involvement. 126

For fiscal year 1983-1984, the organization met its relatively modest financial

needs primarily through revenue from AIDS Play Safe Week ($8,454), private donations

($10,811), and through a fundraising organization known as the Diana Foundation

($21,948).127 Diana, which originally began in 1953 as a local spoof of the Academy

Awards, became a non-profit in 1975 to expand into "worthwhile civic, charitable and

education endeavors." Having strong ties to Houston's gay community, the organization

adopted AIDS as another one of its causes. 128As early as May of 1983, the Diana

Foundation began holding AIDS fundraising events, followed by other organizations and

bars planning similar events. 129In November of 1983, the Diana Foundation hosted an

AIDS benefit with Neiman-Marcus to draw in community donations through door prizes

offered by the department store. Although Diana had previously supported organizations

such as the GPC, never before had the group acquired the support of a "major

business.,,13o Other large donations for that fiscal year came from the bar Mary's

($1,874), a special event at the club Numbers ($3,391), and from the Westheimer Colony

126 Wilson, "History," 3.
127 Michael Wilson, "KS/AIDS Foundation of Houston Inc., Second Annual Report and Financial

Statement," KS/AIDS Foundation of Houston, 3 August 1984, CVBL. In 1985, the Foundation received
$10,000 in grants from The Chicago Resource Center, specifically earmarked for "volunteer training" and
"Play Safe Promotion"; "Foundation Wins Nat'l Grants," Lifeline, November-December 1985.

128 Linda Wyche, "The Diana Foundation: More Than One Fancy Night," Montrose Voice, 8
February 1985. By the publication of Wyche's article, the Diana Foundation had donated over $30,000 to
the KS/AIDS Foundation.

129 Kent Sumrall, letter to This Week in Texas, 3 June 1983, CVBL.
130 "Neiman-Marcus and Diana Foundation to Host AIDS Benefit," Montrose Voice, 4 November

1983.
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Art Association ($2,000).131 Andriote speculates that successes in recruiting bars and

clubs for AIDS fundraising was due to the impact the disease had upon bar owners and

staff. 132

In the first three years of the KS/AIDS Foundation's existence, fundraising

organizations such as Diana Foundation provided the most substantial portion of the

budget (nearly 43 percent for fiscal year 1983-1984). Lacking the municipal support

already evident in San Francisco, the success and continued existence of McAdory's

organization depended entirely upon this link with other organizations specialized in

fundraising events. In one of McAdory's many meetings with Houston City Council, he

tried-ultimately in vain-to challenge the city to do more:

The response from the gay community, the private sector, the KSIAIDS
Foundation of Houston in our city has been the exemplary of positive, responsible
reaction. On the other hand, the response from the city and the city health
services has been negligent and shameful. We have waited long enough; we are
ready for results! 133

"We are here to help you," he explained, "but we need your help toO.,,134

Community involvement, as McAdory described in the first part of his statement,

proved more significant and enduring, however. Kent Sumrall of the KSIAIDS

Foundation's Public Relations Committee described the enthusiasm felt within the

organization about the community's response:

There's a willingness on all fronts to help. And there is a role for every group,
every person in this fight against AIDS. While we all determine how to
coordinate these roles, we must not be afraid to stumble. We must agree to
disagree. This Summer will be a season of change. By Fall, we will still be

131 Wilson, ""KS/AIDS Foundation of Houston Inc., Second Annual Report."
132 Anciriote, 302.
133 Robert Hyde, "AIDS '84 Part I: The Numbers Game," Montrose Voice, 23 March 1984.
134 Ibid.
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facing the onslaught of this disease. But perhaps we'll at least feel better about
ourselves and about the spirit of cooperation within the community. 135 .

Indeed, hotline volunteers had taken up the task of explaining the disease and safe

sex precautions. Volunteer counselors had offered newly HIV positive individuals

direction. Bars and businesses had found ways to provide space, time, and much needed

dollars to keep the fledgling organization's mission moving forward. The Foundation

stood in the middle, coordinating the entire operation. Disagreements had arisen, but

ultimately the unified community of Town Meeting I had maintained cohesion and

responded to its first crisis effectively.

135 Kent Sumrall, letter to This Week in Texas.
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